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业位列世界500强。
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CGCC Members Attend the Welcome Dinner for Premier Li Keqiang
(Source: Xinhua)

O

n September 20, forty CGCC member
representatives attended the Welcome Dinner
for Premier Li Keqiang in New York. Premier Li
addressed over 800 business executives at the
event, and responded to some common concerns
about Chinese economy.
REASSURING ABOUT CHINESE ECONOMY
On concerns about a slowing Chinese economy,
Li said that the Chinese economy needs and is
capable of maintaining medium-to-high growth rate.
Faced with weak global economic recovery and
waves of geopolitical conflicts, no countries can
stay immune to these unstable and uncertain
factors, Li told about 1,000 elites of American
businesses.
C h i n a ’s e c o n o m y, w h i c h h a s b e e n d e e p l y
integrated into the world, is slowing down, but still
maintains stable growth, at an annual rate of 6.7
percent for the first half this year, which is not easy
for an economy that has reached 10 trillion U.S.
dollars, he said.
With an annual growth rate of 6 percent to 7
percent, China’s economy each year can add the
volume equivalent to a medium-sized economy, Li
said.
The Chinese economy still needs to grow at
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medium-to-high rates to deal with 14 million extra
population of labor force in urban areas each year
and China also needs to wage war on poverty
which is still plaguing over 50 million Chinese
people, the premier said.
China is capable of maintaining this medium-tohigh growth rate, thanks to its ongoing efforts
to restructure and upgrade its economy and the
emergence of new growth driving forces and
dynamics, Li reassured the audience.
FRICTIONS JUST NORMAL, BUT NEED TO BE
ADDRESSED
Premier Li also touched upon the economic and
trade frictions between the two countries and
calling upon the two sides to expand common
interest and properly handle differences.
When bilateral trade and investment grow from
nearly nothing to its current enormous volume, it is
only inevitable that frictions might arise, said Li.
Frictions are not the dominating element in
China-U.S. economic relations but just a minor part
of cooperation, the premier said.
However, they should not be ignored, and the
two sides should work to resolve their differences
before they spread to others areas of the
relationship, Li said.

CHAMBER NEWS

“Our common interest is far greater than our
m i s u n d e r s t a n d i n g s a n d d i ff e r e n c e s , ” s a i d
the premier, adding that the ongoing bilateral
investment treaty (BIT) negotiations between
the two countries are a signal showing that the
two sides would further open up to and make
investment in each other.
The premier urges the U.S. side to take a
pragmatic and flexible attitude and work with China
to reach a mutually beneficial and win-win, highlevel BIT.
On China’s business environment, Li said while
complaints from some American business people
impressed him, he also read a report by the U.S.China Business Council which told a different story.
In its annual survey, the council found 90 percent of
U.S. businesses operating in China were profitable,
up from 85 percent in 2014. The Chinese premier
also cited increased investment by U.S. enterprises
in China.
China is still working to improve its business
environment for foreign enterprises, and as part
of its overall drive to further open up, China has
streamlined procedures for foreign investment, said
Li.
THE SKY CLEARS UP AFTER RAINS
Hours before the welcoming dinner party, Li met
with a group of leading figures, including former
U.S. Secretary of State Henry Kissinger, former
U.S. Treasury Secretary Henry Paulson, and
former New York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg.
“It is a fact that China and the United States
have both stable political relations and very close
economic and trade cooperation,” Li said in his
opening remarks at the closed-door talks.
It’s both in line with the fundamental interests of
the two peoples and conducive to world peace,
development and prosperity for China and the
United States, the largest developing country
and the most advanced developed economy, to
maintain stable political ties and a close economic
relationship, said Li.
Acknowledging that it is unavoidable for the two
countries to differ in certain areas due to different
cultural backgrounds and national conditions, Li
stressed the two sides should focus on mainstream
and the general direction of bilateral ties.
“Though China-U.S. relationship has been through
ups and downs in the past nearly four decades
since the establishment of diplomatic ties, it has
always turned out fine, just like the sky clearing up
after rains,” said Li. He also expressed the hope
that those present at the meeting could help further
promote the two nations’ relationship with concrete

actions.
Stressing that China will continue with its openingup policy, Li said Beijing will work even harder to
streamline the administration, delegate more power
to lower levels, and protect intellectual property
rights so as to create a better and more convenient
business environment.
“China-U.S. investment cooperation enjoys great
potential, and I believe the U.S. enterprises will see
an ever-expanding market in China as well,” the
Chinese premier said.
Li also said he hoped that the United States could
relax export restrictions on hi-tech products and
that the two countries could reach a mutually
beneficial BIT at an early date.
Calling the current anti-globalization trend “only a
setback during the process of globalization,” Li said
the world needs to fix the flaws of globalization,
instead of simply giving it up.
He also said that China, as a firm defender of free
trade, will continue to promote free trade within the
Word Trade Organization framework.
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Delegation from Heilongjiang Province visits CGCC and
Bank of China USA

T

hursday, September 15, 2016—China General
Chamber of Commerce – U.S.A. (CGCC)
hosted a business meeting for the government
delegation from Department of Commerce of
Heilongjiang Province at Bank of China USA
New York Branch. The delegation was led by
Director General of Department of Commerce of
Heilongjiang Province Meng Xiangjun. Chairman
of CGCC and President and CEO of Bank of
China USA Xu Chen, Economic and Commercial
Counsellor Zhou Shanqing and Consul Xue Dong
from Chinese Consulate General in New York
attended the meeting.
The mission of delegation is to enhance the
business communication between the Heilongjiang
province with the United States and Canada.
Particularly, the delegation intends to establish
connections with local Chinese enterprises and
chambers of commerce in the United States
and to unite Heilongjiang enterprises who have
already invested in the U.S. and build up better
cooperation.
CGCC Chairman Xu introduced the general
investment environment in the United States,
and suggested that based on Heilongjiang’s
great advantages and potentials in agriculture,
commodities, and pharmaceutical industry,
Heilongjiang could have great investment
opportunities in the U.S., especially in the
northeastern region and in the agriculture, dairy
and manufacture industries.
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(Source: CGCC）

Xu also pointed out that Chinese banks played an
important role in supporting Chinese enterprises
to invest in the U.S. For example, in 2013, the
Shuanghui International’s record deal to buy
Smithfield Foods was half financed by Bank of
China. Xu said, Bank of China would like to join
hands with influential Heilongjiang enterprises and
help them come to invest in the U.S.
Director General Meng Xiangjun expressed special
thanks to CGCC, Chinese Consulate General in
New York and Bank of China New York Branch.
Meng said, Heilongjiang was determined to open
up more widely and extend its major trade partners
from simply Russia to multiple regions including
North America, Japan, Korea and Europe.
Heilongjiang would utilize its advantages in
agriculture and manufacturing and promote the
China-U.S. two-way investment in green food, grain
processing, tourism, and advanced manufacturing.
Meng emphasized that civil organizations such
as chambers of commerce played a critical role
in foreign trade and investment, and he looked
forward to further cooperation with CGCC in the
future.
CGCC has been working hard to facilitate the
state- and city-level business communication
between China and the United States. CGCC
presents special thanks to Bank of China USA and
other relevant parties for their great support for this
event.
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CGCC and AmCham Shanghai Co-Hosted Reception in Washington D.C.

O

n September 20, the Chinese General
Chamber of Commerce – U.S.A. (CGCC)
Washington, DC chapter and the American
Chamber of Commerce in Shanghai (AmCham
Shanghai) co-hosted a reception in Washington,
DC in honor of AmCham Shanghai’s 2016
Washington DC Doorknock. This was the first
collaboration between AmCham Shanghai and
CGCC.
AmCham Shanghai Board Chairman Mr. Ker Gibbs
and CCPIT (China Council for the Promotion of
International Trade) General Representative for the
United States Mr. Zhao Zhenge together hosted
the reception and delivered opening remarks,
joined by over 70 U.S. and Chinese business
leaders, government officials, congressional staff,
academics and think tank representatives.
Mr. Gibbs noted, “As the first joint AmCham
Shanghai - Chinese General Chamber of
Commerce activity, we can all be proud of the steps
we are taking to bring the business communities
from both sides of the Pacific Ocean together. This
can only help strengthen US-China relations.”
Mr. Zhao, who just recently arrived in Washington,
DC to assume his new role as General
Representative in the United States for CCPIT,
also praised the collaboration between the two

business organizations: “This evening’s reception
is an excellent opportunity for leaders from the two
business communities to make new connections,
identify business opportunities and deepen their
cooperation.”
AmCham Shanghai’s annual Doorknock provides
American companies based in China the
opportunity to meet with leading policymakers in
the Obama Administration, on Capitol Hill, and
in think tank and academic circles to discuss the
business climate in China for U.S. companies.
For more information on CGCC and AmCham
Shanghai, please visit: www.cgccusa.org ; www.
amcham-shanghai.org.
About CGCC: Founded in 2005, the China General
Chamber of Commerce – U.S.A. (CGCC) is a
nonprofit organization representing Chinese
enterprises in the United States. The CGCC’s
extensive membership includes over 1,000
companies from both China and the United States,
including 40 2016 Fortune 500 companies.
About AmCham Shanghai: The American Chamber
of Commerce in Shanghai (AmCham Shanghai)
is a non-partisan, non-profit business organization
established in 1915. It is the largest AmCham
in the Asia Pacific Region and represents 1,700
companies and 3,700 individual members.
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CGCC Hosts Mastermind Series, “One Belt One Road and New
Opportunities in Asia”, Featuring AIIB President Jin Liqun

F

r i d a y, S e p t e m b e r 1 6 t h , 2 0 1 6 – C h i n a
General Chamber of Commerce – U.S.A.
(CGCC) hosted “One Belt One Road and New
Opportunities in Asia”, a dinner reception and
discussion featuring Mr. Jin Liqun, the President of
Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB), at the
Harvard Club in New York. It was the third lecture
of CGCC Mastermind Series event in 2016. Xu
Chen, Chairman of CGCC, President and CEO of
Bank of China USA, gave the welcoming remarks.
This event was attended by more than 30
distinguished guests from both public and private
sectors, including Zhou Shanqing, Economic and
Commercial Counsellor of Consulate General
of the People’s Republic of China in New York;
Mr. Song Xiangyan, Chief Representative of the
People’s Bank of China Representative Office for
the Americas; Mr. Jonathan Weiss, CEO of Wells
Fargo Securities, LLC; Ms. Zoe Cruz, Senior
Advisor of Promontory Financial Group and former
Co-president of Morgan Stanley; and many other
CGCC members and friends.
In the speech, Mr. Jin introduced the vision,
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operation, and current projects of AIIB. He pointed
out that AIIB was an open institution that aimed to
keep up with the new trend of Asian development
and provide a high-standard cooperation platform
for different countries. Mr. Jin stressed that
AIIB was an efficient, open, and 21st-century
development bank with goals of “Lean, Clean
and Green” other than a simple clone of existing
multilateral development banks. He also highlighted
AIIB had zero tolerance for corruption and had put
in place strong policies on governance, compliance
and accountability.
As to the role of the United States in the AIIB, Mr.
Jin said, there are many U.S. citizens doing great
jobs in AIIB team. This indicated that all countries
have contributed to AIIB development regardless
of their membership status. In the meantime, he
highlighted that AIIB was open to any country that
wanted to contribute to the development of Asia,
including the United States. “AIIB is born with a
Chinese birthmark, but it will definitely be brought
up in an international community.”
In addition, Mr. Jin gave a brief introduction of AIIB
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projects covering infrastructure construction, power
transmission, and other fields in countries such
as Pakistan, Tajikistan, Bangladesh, Myanmar
and Indonesia. He also talked about AIIB’s close
cooperation with other multilateral development
organizations such as the Asian Development Bank
and the World Bank. President Jin pointed out that
members of AIIB were highly diverse, and their
development needs varied accordingly. Therefore,
AIIB is now transferring from simple infrastructure
projects to a broader range of development
projects.
As a platform of China-U.S. business communities,
CGCC host the Mastermind Series aiming to
improve communication and mutual understanding.
In the previous two sessions of the Mastermind
Series in 2016, CGCC featured guests included
Former Chairman of China Banking Regulatory

Commission Mr. Liu Mingkang and Chairman of
BROAD Group Mr. Zhang Yue, who gave speeches
on “China Economic Outlook 2016” and “Create
a Dynamic and Sustainable New York City”,
respectively. CGCC presents millions of thanks for
our members’ continued, faithful support.
CGCC thanks Bank of China USA for its
contribution and support to this event.
The Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB) is a
multilateral development bank conceived for the 21st century,
which was initiated by Chinese government and has 57
founding members. AIIB mainly focuses on the development of
infrastructure and other productive sectors in Asia, including
energy and power, transportation and telecommunications,
rural infrastructure and agriculture development, water supply
and sanitation, environmental protection, urban development
and logistics, etc.

CGCC Members Attend the 51st Annual Appeal of
Conscience Awards Dinner

C

hina General Chamber of Commerce – U.S.A
and Appeal of Conscience Foundation have
established close ties and cooperation since
2015. In 2015, along with Shanghai Media Group
(SMG), the two organizations jointly premiered the
documentary film “Survival in Shanghai” in New
York, which received great public appreciation.
This year, CGCC served as co-chair for Appeal of
Conscience Foundation’s annual awards dinner.
More than 20 CGCC members attended the
awards dinner held at Waldorf Astoria New York on
September 19.
French President Francois Hollande was

presented the 2016 “World Statesman Award” for
his leadership in safeguarding democracy and
freedom in a time of terrorist violence and for his
contribution to global stability and security. Andrew
N. Liveris, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
of the Dow Chemical Company, and Carlos Slim
Helù, President of The Carlos Slim Foundation,
were honorees of the “the Appeal of Conscience
Award”.
CGCC values the partnership with Appeal of
Conscience Foundation and look forward to
working together in the coming year.
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CGCC Honorary Chairman Tung Chee Hwa Wins the East West
Institute “John Edwin Mroz Global Statesman Award”

O

n October 5, China General Chamber
of Commerce-U.S.A.(CGCC) Honorary
C h a i r m a n , Vi c e C h a i r m a n o f t h e N a t i o n a l
Committee of the Chinese People’s Political
Consultative Conference (CPPCC) of PRC and
the First Chief Executive of the Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region (HKSAR) Mr. Tung Chee
Hwa was honored by the East West Institute (EWI)
the “John Edwin Mroz Global Statesman Award”,
becoming the first Chinese who received this
award. Mr. Maurice R. Greenberg, Chairman and
CEO of C.V. Starr & Co. Inc., was another honoree
of this award. This year, CGCC serves as partner
of the EWI’s Annual Gala; over 30 CGCC members
were invited to the Gala event.
Mr. Tung Chee Hwa remarked in his acceptance
speech that, since President Nixon’s visit to China
in 1972, despite the ups and downs, the U.S.-China
relationship has kept moving forward within the
right direction. “The two countries coming together,
many things can be done; the two countries not
coming together, it would be more difficult (to
address the global challenges)”, said Mr. Tung.
He also mentioned that he thought many people
didn’t actually know about China. So he welcomed
American friends to come and visit China and he
also thought Chinese government and people
should do a better job in communicating with
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the world. Lastly, Mr. Tung quoted former U.S.
President Woodrow Wilson to close his speech,
“There must be, not a balance of power, but a
community of power; not organized rivalries, but
an organized common peace”, and called for
American and Chinese people to work together for
a better U.S., a better China, and a better world.
Mr. Greenberg said in his acceptance remarks,
“U.S.-China relationship is the most important one
in the world. If this relationship is strong we would
have a safe world.”
Established in memory of EWI’s late founder, John
Edwin Mroz, “John Edwin Mroz Global Statesman
Award” recognizes individuals who share John’s
vision of a peaceful world, who embody his values
as a trust-builder and who work passionately to
achieve this goal. Past recipients include: George
H.W. Bush, former President of the United States;
Helmut Kohl, former Chancellor of Germany; Tony
Blair, former Prime Minister of the United Kingdom;
Dr. Henry Kissinger, former U.S. Secretary of State;
and Martti Ahtisaari, former President of Finland.
CGCC congratulates Mr. Tung Chee Hwa and
Mr. Greenberg for their notable work in promoting
China-U.S. relationship! CGCC thanks all the
members and friends for their important support
and looks forward to working with EWI in the
coming events.
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CGCC Board Member Fuyao Glass America Celebrates Grand Opening
of World’s Largest Automotive Glass Facility

D

AYTON, Ohio—On October 7, 2016, China
General Chamber of Commerce–U.S.A.
(CGCC) board member Fuyao Glass America,
the world’s leading manufacturing company
specializing in automotive glass, celebrated the
grand opening of its newest U.S. facility in Moraine,
Ohio.
The ceremony was attended by more than 700
American and Chinese influential leaders from
the automotive and government sectors, including
Founder and Chairman of Fuyao Glass Industry
Group, Cho Tak Wong; U.S. Senator Sherrod
Brown; U.S. Congressman Michael Turner;
Governor of Ohio, John Kasich; Lieutenant
Governor of Ohio, Mary Taylor; Economic and
Commercial Counselor of the Consulate-General
of the People’s Republic of China in New York,
Zhou Shanqing; CGCC Chairman and President
and CEO of Bank of China USA, Xu Chen; and
President of National Committee on United StatesChina Relations, Stephen A. Orlins. Many other
CGCC member representatives also joined the
cerebration and sent their warmest congratulations.
This new 116-acre Moraine facility, which revitalized
General Motors’ former assembly plant, is the
largest glass fabrication plant in the world with the
capacity to produce four million automotive car
sets and four million automotive replacement glass
windshields each year. Currently employing 2,000
local workers, Fuyao expects this number to grow
to 2,300- 2,500 by the end of 2017 to meet growing
customer demand. The entire facility represents
$450 million in total investment by Fuyao, the

largest Chinese investment in Ohio. By bringing
auto glass production back to the U.S., Fuyao aims
to regenerate both the local Ohio community and
the broader automotive industry.
“ To d a y ’s g r a n d o p e n i n g i n M o r a i n e i s t h e
culmination of a monumental undertaking by Fuyao
and our partners,” said Chairman Cho Tak Wong of
Fuyao Glass Industry Group. “We are proud of our
work in Ohio, in the heart of the U.S auto corridor,
and are highly committed to supporting the growth
of the North American automotive market.”
Fuyao’s success story has demonstrated how U.S.
and Chinese businesses can complement each
other and achieve a win-win scenario. “There is
no lack of such Chinese business members like
Fuyao in CGCC-USA”, remarked Counselor Zhou
Shanqing in his speech at the opening ceremony.
Currently, CGCC member companies account for
80% of the Chinese foreign outbound investment
in the US. “Fuyao’s success story is exemplary of
its kind and we are expecting more to come”, said
Counselor Zhou.
Fuyao Glass America is part of Fuyao Industry
Group Co. Ltd., a leading international
manufacturer of automotive and industrial glass
located in China, with U.S. manufacturing plants in
Dayton, OH, Mt. Zion, IL, and Lake Orion, MI. Its
main customers include GM, Ford, Honda, Isuzu,
Toyota, Mazda, Audi, Volkswagen, Citroen, and
Mercedes, to name a few.
CGCC sends warmest congratulations to board
member Fuyao Glass America, and wishes Fuyao
Group greater success in the future!
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Delegation from Shanghai Institutes for International Studies Visits
CGCC

T

uesday, October 4, 2016—China General
Chamber of Commerce – U.S.A. (CGCC)
hosted a seminar for the research delegation from
Shanghai Institutes for International Studies (SIIS)
at Bank of China USA New York Branch conference
room. The delegation was led by President of SIIS
Chen Dongxiao and was joined by officials from
Department of North American and Oceanian
Affairs of Ministry of Foreign Affairs of China.
Chairman of CGCC, President and CEO of Bank
of China USA, Xu Chen; CGCC Executive Board
Director, US Representative of Fosun International,
Bo Wei; CGCC Executive Board Director, President
and CEO of Greenland USA, Hu Gang; CGCC
Board Director, Chief Representative of China Re
New York Liaison Office, Fang Chunyin; CEO of JD
Capital Holdings USA, Patrick Chen; and Managing
Director, Chief Strategist Head of Strategy and
Research Department of Bank of China New York
Branch, Huang Xiaojun attended the meeting.
The mission of the delegation is to understand
U.S. current economic environment, analyze
Chinese companies’ investing strategies in the U.S.,
observe the 2016 presidential election and assess
its impact on China-U.S. relations.
CGCC Chairman Xu introduced the bulge of
Chinese investments in the U.S. in recent years.
In Xu’s opinion, the appreciation of the dollar,
American economy’s full range of industries, and
the vast U.S. market are the top three contributing
factors for such a bulge. Xu said, from his
observation, U.S. state and local governments
generally warmly welcome those Chinese
investments that create local jobs and tax revenue,
although the federal government tends to have a
more careful attitude and employ higher level of
scrutiny.
Representatives from CGCC started an effective
discussion. US Representative of Fosun
International Bo Wei said, given the fact that
Chinese and U.S. companies are so different
in operation, management and public relation
strategies, Chinese companies should put more
efforts in understanding the American way of
thinking and doing business, and get localized by
contributing to the local community. For example,
this summer, Fosun initiated “Liberty 28 Summer
Film Festival” to provide the downtown Manhattan
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community with free outdoor movies in the evening,
which has created a very positive public image
for the company. What’s more, Fosun currently
employs over 9,000 local workers across the
United States.
President and CEO of Greenland USA Hu Gang
shared his experience in developing effective
partnerships with U.S. companies and state
and local governments. He emphasized the
importance of personnel exchanges in building
up trust between the two countries. In the Pacific
Park Brooklyn project, a 22-acre development
jointly invested by Greenland USA and Forest City
Ratner, Greenland USA invited a group of American
designers to China and showed them around
Chinese suppliers’ factories. “They all thumb up”,
said Hu. By doing so, Greenland USA successfully
ensured their American partners about the quality
of Chinese products.
Chief Representative of China Re New York Liaison
Office Fang Chunyin draw on his experiences of
ensuring compliance in the reinsurance industry.
Fang said the U.S. finance regulatory system is like
a net, well developed, very consistent, and strongly
inter-connected. Therefore, to better implement
compliance, Chinese enterprises must familiarize
themselves with the entire system and process;
only a single piece will not work.
Speaking of the general U.S. economic situation,
Patrick Chen, CEO of JD Capital Holdings USA,
said he has good reasons to be confident about the
U.S. economy, and he thought the economy is still
in steady recovery and has not yet become over
heated.
The representatives also shared their views on the
2016 U.S. presidential election. Huang Xiaojun,
Chief Strategist Head of Strategy and Research
Department of Bank of China New York Branch,
pointed out that there are two policy issues in this
election that worth special attention from Chinese
investors: first, the outlook of the Trans-Pacific
Partnership Agreement; second, what kind of
regulatory measures for the finance industry the
new government will put into force.
CGCC presents heartfelt thanks to all the
participating CGCC members for their insights and
important contributions to this event.
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China Council for the Promotion of International Trade visits CGCC

O

n October 12, 2016, China General Chamber
of Commerce—U.S.A. (CGCC) held a
meeting with China Council for the Promotion of
International Trade (CCPIT) Representative Office
in the U.S.A. at CGCC New York office. Chinese
Consulate General in New York Economic and
Commercial Counsellor, Zhou Shanqing; CCPIT
Representative Office in the U.S.A. General
Representative, Zhao Zhenge, and CCPIT Director
of Department of International Relations, Zhang
Xin attended the meeting.
The purpose of this meeting was to enhance
cooperation among CGCC, the Economic and
Commercial Office of Chinese Consulate General
in New York and CCPIT, to bring together the three
parties’ resources and to better serve Chinese
enterprises in the U.S.
Economic and Commercial Counsellor Zhou
Shanqing emphasized, “We must thoroughly
analyze and understand the complexity and
diversity of Chinese enterprises’ practices in the
U.S.” Chinese companies in the U.S. work very
hard to embed itself into the global industry network
and supply chain. Such individual efforts by each
company collectively comprise the grand historical
process of Chinese economy integrating into the
world economy, Zhou pointed out. As organizations
aiming to serve Chinese enterprises in the U.S.,
the Consulate General, CGCC and CCPIT all
need to watch the trends of different industries
and understand the logics behind companies’

behaviors. “Only in this way we can tailor our
services to meet the companies’ pressing needs”,
said Zhou. Zhou also called Chinese Companies
in the U.S. to more actively engage with local
communities and to share their experiences and
needs with an open mind.
CCPIT Representative Office in the U.S.A. is the
board member of CGCC. In the meeting, General
Representative Zhao Zhenge spoke highly of
the successful cooperation between CCPIT and
CGCC in September—the reception co-hosted
with American Chamber of Commerce in Shanghai
(AmCham Shanghai) in Washington DC. At the
reception, on behalf of CGCC Washington DC
Chapter, Zhao delivered a speech and praised the
collaboration between CGCC and AmCham.
Zhao said that CCPIT has rich company
connections and strong legal teams back in
China. CCPIT looks forward to building up better
cooperation with CGCC. Zhao also looked forward
to the CGCC upcoming event “Working with CFIUS
on U.S. Investment Transactions” Breakfast on
October 21, 2016, and wished CGCC a great
success.
CGCC presents special thanks to Economic
and Commercial Counsellor Zhou Shanqing and
CCPIT Representative Office in the U.S.A. for their
continued support. CGCC will continue working
hard to cooperate with multiple stakeholders and
make the best efforts to serve our members and
promote China-U.S. economic relations.
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Another Critical Milestone for RMB Internationalization – Bank of
China Is Designated as the RMB Clearing Bank in the U.S.

S

eptember 20, New York - The People’s
Bank of China made an announcement to
designate Bank of China as the RMB Clearing
Bank in the United States. This represents
another critical milestone in the process of RMB
internationalization, and a step forward for the
Sino-U.S. financial cooperation. Bank of China
is now the designated RMB clearing bank in 11
countries and regions, namely, Hong Kong, Macau,
Taiwan, Germany, France, Australia, Malaysia,
Hungary, South Africa, Zambia and the United
States, thereby offering 24/7 RMB clearing services
across the globe with its clearing network that
covers five continents.
As the largest world’s economy, the United States
is an important market for the “going global”
RMB. In September last year, China and the U.S.
reached consensus on further enhancing the
cooperation on RMB business. As a result of the
continuous communication and concerted efforts
between the two sides, it was announced at the
conclusion of the Eighth Session of the China-U.
S. Strategic and Economic Dialogue that the RMB
trading and clearing capabilities in the U.S. would
be further developed and RMB Clearing Banks in
the U.S. designated. The designation of Bank of
China as the RMB clearing bank in the U.S. will
further facilitate RMB usage in the U.S. and crossborder transactions, and bring two-way trade,
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investment and economic cooperation to a new
height.
Bank of China, established in 1912, has more
than 600 overseas institutions in 47 countries
in the world. Since its first debut in the U.S. in
1930s, Bank of China New York Branch, formally
established in 1981, has become the largest
Chinese bank in the U.S. Currently, the New York
Branch is the only branch of a foreign banking
organization (FBO) regulated by the same
standards applied to large US banks, with an asset
over USD 50 billions by the end of 2015. It settles
one quarter of the China-U.S. trades and ranks No.
10 in CHIPS U.S. dollar clearing.
Bank of China has been a keen promoter of RMB
business in the U.S. throughout the years. The
Bank joined the U.S. Working Group on RMB
Trading and Clearing as a founding member,
and led as a co-chair of the Operating Model
Options Subcommittee to explore RMB clearing
models suitable for the U.S. and push forward
the development of RMB clearing infrastructure
in the U.S.. In 2016, Bank of China became the
first Chinese bank designated by the Chicago
Mercantile Exchange (CME) as its RMB settlement
bank, and successfully issued the largest amount of
RMB green bonds in offshore markets. In addition,
Bank of China New York Branch also provides
RMB settlement, deposit and lending services for
corporate and personal banking customers, and
therefore has made many firsts in RMB business in
the U.S. market.
Looking ahead, Bank of China will continue to
leverage its global network and diversity to fulfill
its role as the designated RMB clearing bank, and
work closer with U.S. based banks and financial
institutions, with an aim to deliver more secure
and efficient RMB clearing services to the U.S.
market, further expand the volume of RMB trade
settlements, improve RMB trading capability,
develop RMB denominated bonds and derivatives
tailored to the market, and, as a financial bridge,
contribute more to the economic cooperation, trade
and investment between China and the U.S.
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China Baosteel’s takeover of Wuhan to create world’s No. 2 steelmaker

C

hina’s Baoshan Iron and Steel (Baosteel) will
acquire its smaller debt-laden rival, Wuhan
Iron and Steel, in a deal that will create the world’s
second-largest steel producer as part of Beijing’s
push to overhaul the stricken industry.
In a statement on Tuesday offering the first
details of the long-anticipated deal, Wuhan said
Baosteel will issue new shares to its shareholders
to absorb the company. The proposal, which had
previously been touted as a merger, is still subject
to government approval.
Based on 2015 capacity, the two companies
will produce about 60 million tonnes a year,
leapfrogging Hebei Iron and Steel into the top spot
among China’s steelmakers.
First announced in June, the plan to combine
the two state-owned enterprises is part of the
Chinese government’s push to consolidate its
vast, fragmented steel industry to remove excess

capacity.
How the final agreement looks may offer a blueprint
for other similar proposals announced in recent
months, including a merger of Anshan Steel and
Benxi Steel.
“This is part of the government’s efforts to push
through supply-side reform and will have a
model effect for the new round of mergers and
acquisitions,” said Hu Yanping, an analyst with
industry website Custeel.com.
Luxembourg-based ArcelorMittal SA is the world’s
biggest steelmaker by capacity.
While China wants to boost efficiency in its
steel industry, Baosteel faces the tough task of
integrating its loss-making competitor.
Moreover, the deal will not necessarily lead to
capacity cuts since both Baosteel and Wuhan have
built new plants and eliminated outdated, inefficient
capacity in recent years, he added.
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Chinese automaker BYD to expand electric vehicles factory in
Californi
(Source: Xinhua）

L

ANCASTER, the United States - Chinese
carmaker BYD announced Tuesday that it
would expand its electric vehicle plant in the US
city of Lancaster in southern California, tripling
the size of its facility, employment and production
capability in next three years.
Stella Li, president of BYD America, said at a
groundbreaking ceremony that the world’s largest
manufacturer of electric vehicles would continue to
invest in Lancaster and provide more development
opportunities for local residents.
BYD, which stands for “Build Your Dreams”, is also
the world’s largest manufacturer of rechargeable
batteries. Based on its fire-safe, fully recyclable
and long cycle battery technology, the company
has expanded into other businesses, including
automobiles, buses, trucks, utility vehicles and
energy storage facilities.
“We are proud to produce efficient, reliable electric
trucks and buses in Califonia that help boost the
local economy with well-paid manufacturing and
engineering jobs,” Li said, after recalling why the
company had decided to set up the factory in
the city of Lancaster, a community of more than
156,000 inhabitants since 2013.
Lancaster boasts more than 350 days of sunshine
per year, making it the ideal place to pioneer new
solar energy technologies.
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Li also emphasized the support that local
government and skilful American engineers had
given the company.
The BYD’s coach and bus vehicle plant in
Lancaster, which covers eight thousands square
meters and is able to deliver three hundred
zero-emission vehicles every year, has already
employed more than three hundreds people for
production and customer service.
According to the new plan, the facility will expand to
37 thousand square meters, tripling the number of
its employees to one thousand and its assembling
capability to one thousand vehicle per year.
“Through our growing partnership with BYD, the
local economy has already realized a significant
boost,” said Lancaster Mayor Rex Parris, “in
addition, reaching Zero Net Energy status is at the
forefront of our city, and BYD is helping us achieve
this vision faster.”
The Shenzhen-based company has more than
160,000 employees globally and a regional
headquarters in Los Angeles.
The company’s electric bus, supported by its
solar panels, LED lighting and energy-efficient
technologies, is able to run over 248 kilometers
after a single charge, which is among the longest in
the world.
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Chinese developer pays $171 million for 42-acre biotech site in South
San Francisco

(Source: Xinhua）

G

reenland USA and its equity partners
completed the purchase of the Landing at
Oyster Point, a proposed 2.25 million-squarefoot biotech and life science campus in South San
Francisco, for $171 million.
The firm, a state-owned Chinese developer, bought
the 42-acre site from a partnership between
Shorenstein Properties and SKS Partners, which
paid $84 million for the land in 2008 and entitled
the development plan.
The Business Times reported in June that
Greenland planned to acquire the site and
development rights. The firm expects to invest $1
billion to purchase and develop the project.
“We saw early on, with the support of the City of
South San Francisco, that there was tremendous
potential for growth in Oyster Point,” said Taotao
Song, CEO of Oyster Point Development LLC, and
executive vice president at Greenland USA, in a
statement. “Our vision is to further cement South
San Francisco’s role and reputation as the world’s
leading biotech hub by creating a best-in-class
campus that will stimulate and sustain its economic
and social fabric.”
Greenland USA partnered with Ping An Trust, Agile
Group and Poly Sino Capital Limited to buy the
development in a joint venture called Oyster Point
Development LLC.
The joint venture expects to break ground on the
development in mid-2018 and plans to rebrand

the site with a new name. The project will be built
in phases starting with 500,000 square feet in the
southern part of the property.
Construction could take around two years, meaning
the space will likely be ready for occupancy around
2020. Demand for biotech space on the Peninsula
is hot right now with virtually no vacancy, said
Dino Perazzo, who leads the life science group at
brokerage CBRE.
Biotech companies tend to make real estate
decisions on a short-term basis instead of making
commitments two or three years in advance.
The Landing “is well located; it’s a very good
project,” he said. “But, it’s very difficult to see today
what the market is going to look like in 2020.”
City officials said the Landing has the potential to
reinvent the city’s sleepy waterfront by bringing in
new employers and workers as well as activating
the area with a new park, trail and possibly a hotel.
“The development of Oyster Point presents
tremendous opportunity for the South San
Francisco community and Greenland USA has
approached it with the vision, expertise and energy
needed to bring it to fruition,” said Mark Addiego,
Mayor of South San Francisco, in a statement.
“By investing in Oyster Point, we will be able to
further cement our position as the world’s leading
center for innovation in biotechnology and other
industries.”
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Haier forms ‘smart’ alliance to further tap home appliance market
(Source: chinadaily）

C

hina’s largest home appliance supplier Haier
Group announced move to establish the first
strategic alliance for intelligent manufacturing in
home appliance industry during the second World
Internet + Industry Conference held in Qingdao
from Sept 27 to 28.
The cooperation was jointly set up by Chinese
Mechanical Engineering Society, China Academy
of Information and Communications Technology,
China Electronics Standardization Institute,
Tsinghua University and China Telecom.
The alliance is set to build up a technological
innovation platform to share information and
develop and promote key technologies, and
establish a public service platform to educate
and cultivate the talent specialized in intelligent
manufacturing, as well as to build an industry
incubation platform.
Hu Jingyi, committee member of the alliance,
released the standardized framework of intelligent
manufacturing in home appliance industry, using
Haier’s internet-connected factories as the model.

Standardization is given a top priority in
Germany’s Industry 4.0 plan, and China is now
transforming from a manufacturing giant into a
world manufacturing under the Made in China
2025 initiative, there should be a universal
model that could be copied. Haier’s internetconnected factories are no doubt of great reference
significance to the standard’s establishment.
The Qingdao-based Haier has set up seven
internet-connected smart factories, where users
around the globe have the option to personalize
Haier appliances by communicating with
manufacturers via the internet and witness the
whole process from manufacturing to loading and
transportation, and give their feedbacks.
Moreover, Haier has established the first industry
intelligent research institute, which outputs the
standard and model of internet-connected factories.
Industry experts said the alliance is a key step for
intelligent manufacturing and will enhance the level
of intelligent manufacturing in home appliances
industry.

Alibaba Finance Arm Buys Eye-Scan Startup in First U.S. Foray
(Source: Bloomberg news)

A

nt Financial, the payments affiliate of Alibaba
Group Holding Ltd., acquired EyeVerify Inc., to
expand services using the U.S. startup’s biometric
authentication technology for securing consumers’
online data and transactions.
Ant is paying about $70 million for the Kansas City,
Missouri-based company, according to a person
familiar with the matter who asked not to be named
because the details are private. EyeVerify, which
uses pictures of the human eyeball to unlock
mobile services, will become a wholly-owned unit
of Ant Financial, according to a statement from the
company.
As its first investment in the U.S., Ant plans to use
the technology to upgrade its own security systems
and could eventually apply it to a future U.S.-
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targeted product.
Formally known as Zhejiang Ant Small & Micro
Financial Services Group, the Chinese company
began using EyeVerify’s EyePrint ID on its payment
authentication platform earlier this year. With 450
million customers and services spanning online
payments platform Alipay, peer-to-peer lending and
wealth management funds, Ant plans to integrate
EyeVerify’s technology into more of its products.
“Acquiring a leading company like EyeVerify is
a natural step for us to further invest in this very
important area while taking a lead in this area
globally,” Jason Lu, vice president of fraud risk
management at Ant Financial, said in an interview.
“Full integration will allow us to move faster and
agile in a way that we can apply the technology

MEMBER NEWS

in China and globalization strategy in India, and
places where Alipay will expand into the next few
years.”
EyeVerify checks identities through eye-vein
patterns and creates a digital key equal to a
50-character complex password. Users hold their
smartphone about 12 inches from their face so a
picture can be taken, opening up apps or websites
on their device. The company touts the technology
as more than 99.99 percent accurate, making
passwords a thing of the past.
Founded in 2012, the startup has raised $13 million
in funding from backers that include Wells Fargo &
Co., Samsung Electronics Co., Sprint Corp., and
Chinese security giant Qihoo 360 Technology Co.
More than a dozen financial institutions use its
technology.
Biometric features, such as fingerprints and voice
recognition, are being used by more than 35 banks
banks and technology companies to safeguard
accounts. Samsung’s Note 7 smartphone can be
unlocked with an iris-reading camera.
Ant Financial’s deal comes as Alibaba increases
its profile in Silicon Valley with investments
including Snapchat Inc., mobile search provider
Quixey Inc., and ride-hailing service Lyft. So far the
e-commerce giant’s forays in the U.S. are focused
on helping western companies reach Chinese
consumers through services like Alipay and Tmall,

a site for businesses to sell brand name goods in
China, rather than compete head-on with the likes
of Amazon.com Inc. or Paypal.
Ant Financial’s immediate priority in the U.S. is
to win acceptance from American merchants so
that Chinese consumers can use Alipay wherever
they travel. The company says Alipay is already
accepted by more than 70,000 off-line retailers in
more than 70 countries and regions. Earlier this
year, Uber agreed to let customers pay for their
rides using Alipay in more than 400 cities.
Lu says that eventually, Ant Financial wants to
reach up to 2 billion customers around the world.
“The U.S. customer has a lot of ideas about how
Apple Pay works,” Lu said. “I think what we are
going to provide is a similar, very highly secure and
highly convenient experience for the U.S. customer
and for our customers globally.”
For now, Ant Financial is taking a very slow and
deliberate approach to the U.S. market, where
financial services and online payments are among
the most advanced in the world.
Ant, whose name refers to the small vendors
that sell goods and services through Alibaba, is
considering an initial public offering in Hong Kong
in the first half of next year, people familiar with the
matter have said. The company was valued at $60
billion in its most recent funding round.
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China’s Dalian Wanda Group in talks to buy Dick Clark Productions
(Source: Los Angeles Times）

C

hinese conglomerate Dalian Wanda Group is
in talks to buy a controlling stake in the iconic
Dick Clark Productions, a move that would further
accelerate its rapid push into Hollywood.
The deal would value the production firm at as
much as $1 billion, according to one person familiar
with the process who was not authorized to speak
publicly.
Dick Clark’s name invokes Hollywood royalty.
Formed 61 years ago by the late television
entrepreneur and his longtime business partner,
Dick Clark Productions is the entity behind such
high-profile live television shows as the Golden
Globe Awards, Academy of Country Music Awards,
Billboard Music Awards and “Dick Clark’s New
Year’s Rockin’ Eve With Ryan Seacrest.”
Four years ago, a consortium led by Guggenheim
Partners paid about $380 million to buy Dick
Clark Productions. The firm is now controlled by
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Eldridge Industries, which recently announced that
it was conducting a “strategic review of its media
holdings.”
The companies on Monday confirmed the talks,
which were first reported by the Wall Street Journal.
“Dick Clark Productions and Beijing Wanda Culture
Industry Group Co., Ltd., have agreed to enter into
exclusive talks with the shared goal of finalizing
a mutually satisfactory transaction,” said a
spokesman for Eldridge Industries, which controls
Dick Clark Productions.
Wanda is backed by China’s richest man, Wang
Jianlin. The company owns AMC Theatres -- the
second-largest theater chain in the U.S. -- and is
seeking to buy Georgia-based Carmike Cinemas,
which would make Wanda the biggest theater
owner in the U.S.
Wanda has made aggressive moves to expand
its footprint in Hollywood. Last week, the Chinese
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conglomerate announced a partnership with Sony
Pictures, giving it some creative control over
upcoming Sony films.
Earlier this year, Wanda spent $3.5 billion to
buy Burbank production company Legendary
Entertainment, which was a producer on such
blockbuster movies as “The Dark Knight,” for
Warner Bros. and “Jurassic World” for Universal
Pictures.
This summer Wanda was close to acquiring 49%
of the historic Paramount Pictures movie studio,
although that deal collapsed because of resistance
from Sumner Redstone and his daughter, Shari
Redstone, the controlling shareholders of Viacom
Inc., the parent company of Paramount.
Eldridge Industries has several investors and is
controlled by Todd Boehly, who is a part owner of
the Los Angeles Dodgers. Boehly left Guggenheim
last year to run his own portfolio of Hollywood
assets, previously held by Guggenheim, including
Dick Clark Productions and the trade publications
Billboard and the Hollywood Reporter.
The prospective Dick Clark deal comes as
lawmakers have expressed misgivings about
the growing clout of Wanda and other Chinese
investors. A group of 16 members of Congress sent
a letter to the Government Accountability Office
this month asking for greater scrutiny of China’s
investments in American entertainment companies.
The letter cited Wanda’s purchase of Legendary
and AMC and expressed “growing concerns”
about the potential for Chinese censorship and
propaganda in Hollywood movies.
Wang, in an interview on Chinese television early
this month, said he hopes to “change the world
where rules are set by foreigners.”
Stanley Rosen, a USC political science professor
and China expert, said acquiring Dick Clark
Productions would make sense for Wanda, but he
questioned whether the Santa Monica-based studio
was worth $1 billion.
“It would continue to establish their credibility as a
major player,” Rosen said of Wanda’s ambitions.
“The question would be how would it benefit them
or China? … [Wang] still has the aim to buy a

Ryan Seacrest hosts “Dick Clark’s New Year’s Rockin’ Eve
With Ryan Seacrest 2016.”

studio, and that is a much bigger catch.”
In addition to the live events, Dick Clark
Productions also has a vast library of archives
including old footage from “American Bandstand”
and the award shows that the company now
presents. Its media archives include performances
by Madonna, James Brown, Stevie Wonder, the
Rolling Stones, Lady Gaga and Taylor Swift, among
others.
Dick Clark Productions has a contract with NBC
to air the Golden Globes through 2018 in an
agreement with the Hollywood Foreign Press
Assn., which owns the program. The production
firm and the foreign journalists’ group got into a
nasty feud several years ago over the distribution
rights to the popular awards show. At that time,
Dick Clark Productions was owned by Red Zone
Capital Management Co.
Dick Clark first sold the company in 2002 for $140
million. The legendary performer died in 2012.
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Anbang Said to Complete Most of $6.5 Billion U.S. Hotels Deal
(Source: Bloomberg News)

A

nbang Insurance Group Co. completed most
of its $6.5 billion acquisition of Strategic Hotels
& Resorts Inc., helping to bolster the Chinese
company’s credibility as a global buyer after
its abrupt withdrawal from the bidding war for
Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide Inc. earlier
this year.
The insurer bought 15 of Strategic’s 16 properties,
according to people with knowledge of the deal. It’s
the second-largest U.S. acquisition by a Chinese
buyer, after the $7 billion sale of Smithfield Foods
Inc. to Shuanghui International Holdings Ltd. -- now
known as WH Group Ltd. -- in 2013, according to
data compiled by Bloomberg and New York-based
research firm Rhodium Group. Beijing-based
Anbang bought Strategic from Blackstone Group
LP, which had taken the company private last
December for about $6 billion.
“It’s only a positive” for Anbang, David Loeb, senior
lodging analyst at Robert W. Baird & Co., said in an
interview before the closing. “It helps restore their
credibility, which is important for them in their own
market, particularly as they look at a public offering.
That’s going to require investor confidence in the
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group.”
The inter-agency Committee on Foreign Investment
in the United States is still reviewing the purchase
of the Hotel del Coronado near San Diego, said
the people, who asked not to be identified because
the process is private. The hotel is located close
to a large naval base. The committee reviews
acquisitions of U.S. businesses by foreign investors
for national security risks.
Representatives for Anbang and Blackstone
declined to comment. Whitney Smith, a
spokeswoman for the Treasury Department, which
leads the committee, also declined to comment.
The committee’s reviews are confidential.
Marriott Management
Arne Sorenson, chief executive officer of Marriott
International Inc., which manages some of the
Strategic properties, said on Friday during a
Bloomberg Television interview that Anbang had
closed its purchase of Strategic. Marriott didn’t
immediately respond to requests for comment
Monday.
Anbang, with assets of more than 800 billion yuan
($120 billion), has been on a two-year shopping
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spree for investments outside China, buying New
York’s Waldorf Astoria hotel, a Belgian bank, a
Dutch insurer and office buildings in New York and
Canada. Within days of reaching a deal to buy
Strategic in early March, Anbang and two partners
launched a surprise $12.9 billion offer for Starwood
Hotels, which already had agreed to be taken over
by Marriott.
After forcing Marriott to increase its bid, then
escalating its own offer to $14 billion, Anbang
suddenly bowed out on March 31, citing only
“various market considerations.” Marriott ended up
buying Starwood in a deal that was completed last
week.

Waldorf Purchase
Anbang, led by Chairman Wu Xiaohui, entered the
U.S. market with its February 2015 purchase of
the Waldorf Astoria for $1.95 billion, the most ever
paid for an American hotel. The company plans
to convert most of the roughly 1,400 hotel rooms
into high-end condominiums starting next year,
according to a person with knowledge of the plans.
Strategic’s properties include the JW Marriott
Essex House in New York and the Four Seasons
in Washington. The oceanside Hotel del Coronado
was the setting for the 1959 film “Some Like It Hot,”
which starred Marilyn Monroe, Tony Curtis and
Jack Lemmon.

Chinese enterprises operating overseas contribute greatly to global
development: report
（Source: Xinhua）

C

hinese enterprises operating overseas have
made remarkable contribution to hosting
countries and global development, according to a
report released here Friday.
The report, jointly released by China and the
United Nations Development Program (UNDP),
interviewed 254 Chinese companies, of which 36
percent are state-owned corporations and the rest
are private.
These Chinese firms have paid a total of 31.2
billion US dollars in taxes to their hosting countries
or regions, a 62.9-percent jump from 2014, it said.
They have also provided jobs to 1.23 million foreign
employees in 2015, 392 thousand more than the
previous year, according to the report, entitled
2015 Report on the Sustainable Development of
Chinese Enterprises Overseas.
It provides critical data related to Chinese
companies’ investment, projects and people
working overseas as well as policies adopted by
the Chinese government to support these activities,
and outlines progress made by these companies in
the areas of corporate governance as well as their

economic, environmental and social performance
in overseas operations.
The report also showed that half of these Chinese
companies have netted profits while more than 20
percent ended last year in losses.
Shen Haixiong, a senior official from China’s
Guangdong Province, said at the launch event of
the report that currently China’s enterprises have
encountered great opportunities to go global and to
engage in business operation in overseas markets.
While delivering a keynote speech, Shen said
in recent years, many Chinese companies have
been engaged in overseas investment and have
achieved win-win cooperation with host countries,
such as Huawei, a Chinese telecom company.
Xu Haoliang, assistant administrator of the UNDP,
said that the report shows that Chinese companies
and the Chinese government want to take a new
approach on development.
“UNDP believes in the potential of the Chinese
private sector to contribute to sustainable
development around the world,” he added.
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ZTE Announces Top Three Device Ideas Competing to Win Project
CSX and Begins Accepting Concept Design Submissions
(Source: Los Angeles Times）

Z

TE USA, the fourth largest smartphone
manufacturer in the U.S. and second largest in
the no-contract market,* today announced that out
of nearly 400 submissions made worldwide, the
three ideas moving to round two of Project CSX
include: an underwater virtual reality headset; a
robotic glove controlled by an app; and a phone
that can be controlled with eye movements. In
round two, consumers will submit design concepts
that will bring the top three ideas to life. Concept
designs can be submitted from consumers around
the world starting today through September 30th at
csx.zteusa.com.
“Project CSX is an example of how ZTE continues
t o l e a d i n n o v a t i o n i n t h e m o b i l e i n d u s t r y.
Reinventing the R&D process delivers more value
to consumers in terms of end cost and usefulness,”
said Lixin Cheng, chairman and CEO of ZTE USA.
“As an end-to-end provider of telecommunications,
ZTE is capable of delivering many types of highquality products consumers will feel proud to say
they were a part of building.”
In round two, consumers will need to refine the top
three ideas by defining how the product will look,
function, and be operated. Submissions will need
to detail everything from the user interface to color
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variants. Concept designs can be drawn or digitally
created as long as each submission brings the
ideas to life.
There is a small window of opportunity for those
who missed the deadline to submit their idea.
A wildcard idea will be chosen to join the top
three ideas. Wildcard submissions must include
both a product idea and a product design to be
considered.
“This phase of the project gives a voice to those
who see a good idea, but wish to refine it or rethink
it,” said Jeff Yee, vice president of Technology
Planning and Partnerships at ZTE USA. “We aim
to engage consumers at every step of this process,
and are providing the platform for them to have the
ultimate say in what ZTE builds, and potentially
even the direction we head in 2017.”
The top three ideas consumers will help design
include:
1. Consumers want to part ways with the physical
operation of their phones. With this phone,
eye tracking technology would help complete
common or repetitive tasks that once could
only be done by touch. The phone would also
feature a self-adhesive polymer case that
would stick to several types of surfaces.
2. The evolution from wearables to robo-wear
turns learning about oneself into educating
oneself. This robotic glove helps users learn
new tasks such as playing the guitar or other
programmable movements the user dictates
via an app.
3. Consumers want more than waterproofing in
their next mobile device, they want complete
submersion. This virtual reality headset built
specifically for underwater use could transform
a backyard swimming pool into the Great
Barrier Reef.
Concept designs are due on or before September
30th. From October 1st to 10th consumers will vote
to help identify the top ideas. The next round of
voting from October 12th to 19th will determine the
device ZTE will build next.
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Chinese Tycoon Expands Aviation Empire With $10 Billion Purchase
(Source: Bloomberg News)

C

hina’s HNA Group, controlled by billionaire
Chen Feng, agreed to buy the aircraft-leasing
business of CIT Group Inc. for $10 billion in a deal
that would create the world’s third-largest rental
fleet.
HNA’s Avolon Holdings Ltd. will expand its
lineup to 910 aircraft valued at more than $43
billion, including planes on order, the company
said Thursday in a statement. The acquisition
is scheduled to close in the first quarter after
regulatory and shareholder approval.
“Our strategic objective is to build the No. 1
aircraft-leasing company in the world in terms of
size, shape and scale,” Domhnal Slattery, chief
executive officer of Avolon, said in a telephone
interview. “This transaction enables that journey.”
The purchase roughly doubles Avolon’s fleet and
vaults it into the ranks of the top aircraft lessors.
Founded in 2010, Avolon is betting on rising
demand for global air travel and airlines’ desire to
replace aging jets, especially in the Asia-Pacific
region, where China is poised to become the
biggest aviation market within two decades. The
Dublin- and Hong Kong-based company aims
to overtake market leaders GE Capital Aviation
Services, a unit of General Electric Co. known as
GECAS, and AerCap Holdings NV.
“The transaction fits right in the middle of our
wheelhouse,” Slattery said.
The deal doubles HNA’s more than $10 billion
of acquisitions already announced this year,
according to data compiled by Bloomberg, and
expands its travel and leisure business spanning

airports, airlines and hotels.
For billionaire Chen, 63, who two decades ago
walked the aisle of his startup Hainan Airlines
Co.’s lone airplane serving refreshments, the latest
acquisition is part of his ambition to make HNA one
of the world’s top 100 companies by the end of this
decade and among the top 50 by 2030.
“This is an essential part of a strategy to make
China a hub, not just for airlines, but also for
aircraft manufacturing, for leasing, for components,
for engines,” said Will Horton, a Hong Kong-based
analyst at CAPA Centre for Aviation. “Demand
for leasing should remain high. It’s certainly more
profitable than running an airline.”
CIT rose as much as 10 percent to $40 in extended
trading in New York. The stock had dropped 8.3
percent this year through the close of regular
trading Thursday.
Returning Equity
CIT, a New York-based bank, intends to return
as much as $3.3 billion of common equity to
shareholders, it said in a separate statement
Thursday. CIT is seeking to reduce annual operating
expenses by $125 million over the next two years
as it targets a return on tangible common equity of
10 percent, the firm said in March. The bank has
been exploring a sale of its aircraft business, which
comprised about 23 percent of assets before the
deal, since last year.
“This transaction will strengthen our balance
sheet, simplify our business and enable us to
return significant capital to our shareholders,”
CIT Chief Executive Officer Ellen Alemany said in
CGCC Monthly Newsletter
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the statement. “The sale of CIT Commercial Air
represents an important milestone for CIT.”
The deal is “definitely accretive” to CIT’s value to
shareholders, Chief Financial Officer Carol Hayles
said on a conference call. Whether the deal adds to
earnings per share depends on how many shares
the company buys back, she said.
Financial Advisers
JPMorgan Chase & Co. served as exclusive
financial adviser to CIT, and Bank of America
Corp. provided capital markets structuring advice.
Wachtell, Lipton, Rosen & Katz served as legal
counsel to CIT. Sullivan & Cromwell provided bank
regulatory advice on the Amended Capital Plan.
Avolon’s financial advisers for the transaction were
UBS Group AG and Morgan Stanley. Weil, Gotshal
& Manges and Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer
acted as Avolon’s legal advisers. KPMG and Ernst
& Young also advised on the transaction.
Airlines in Asia will fly more than 16,000 planes
within 20 years, almost tripling the current number,
according to estimates by Boeing Co. In the past
three decades, the number of aircraft owned
by operating lessors jumped 11 percent a year,
according to Singapore-based Phillip Capital Pte.
Most Active
HNA is among the most active players in what’s
shaping up to be a record year for overseas
acquisitions by Chinese companies.
In August, HNA completed the purchase of a stake
in Azul Linhas Aereas Brasileiras SA, Brazil’s third-

largest airline, after agreeing in May to buy part of
Virgin Australia Holdings Ltd. The group expects
to complete its acquisition of Swiss airline caterer
Gategroup Holding AG this year after taking over
airport luggage-handler Swissport International Ltd.
in February.
HNA has also shopped for non-aviation assets.
U.S. computer and software distributor Ingram
Micro Inc. agreed to be bought by a unit of HNA
for $6 billion in February, and the Chinese group is
seeking to buy the owner of the Radisson and Park
Inn hotel brands.
HNA posted 2015 revenue of almost 190 billion
yuan ($28 billion) and had about 200,000
employees worldwide, according to its website.
Aviation is a key business for HNA, whose airlines
include Hainan Airlines Co., the fourth biggest in
China. The group’s airlines flies more than 800
domestic and international routes with a fleet of
1,250 aircraft as of July.
GECAS and AerCap are the aircraft-leasing market
leaders, each with more than 1,000 planes in
operation, according to Bloomberg Intelligence.
Avolon said it had a fleet of 443 planes at the
end of the second quarter. BOC Aviation Ltd., the
aircraft-leasing unit of Bank of China, had 483
aircraft owned, managed or on order, according to
a company statement.
HNA-controlled Bohai Leasing Co. acquired Avolon
in a $7.6 billion deal that closed in January.

CGCC Members Won Top Three in Fortune 2016 “China’s 50 Most
Admired Companies”, 20 Members Ranked in the List

C

GCC Members Won Top Three in Fortune
2016 “China’s 50 Most Admired Companies”,
20 Members Ranked in the List
October 11, 2016, the Fortune Magazine released
the 2016 “China’s 50 Most Admired Companies”.
CGCC members e-commerce giant Alibaba Group,
telecoms giant Huawei, home appliance giant Haier
won the top three places. Seventeen more CGCC
members got into the Top 50; they are: Wanda
Group, BYD Motors, SANY Group, Baosteel Group,
Country Garden, Lenovo, Fuyao Glass Industry
Group, Vanke, China Merchants Bank, HNA Group,
CRRC, State Grid Corporation of China, Fosun
International, COFCO Corporation, SAIC Motor,
China Mobile, ZTE. CGCC congratulates all the
members listed in the ranking!
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The list, established in 2006, is considered to be
the barometer of Chinese companies’ soft power.
The latest list evaluates the corporate reputation
of 294 Chinese companies through nine criteria,
including innovation, people management, use
of corporate assets, social responsibility, quality
of management, financial soundness, long-term
investment value, quality of products/services and
global competitiveness.
The excellent performance of CGCC members
in this year’s ranking fully embodies Chinese
companies’ progress and achievements in building
up global brands, taking social responsibilities and
forging innovation. CGCC wishes the best success
for our members’ future endeavors!
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Cathay General Bancorp’s longtime CEO to retire
(Source: L.A. Biz)

Mr. Pin Tai

C

athay General Bancorp, the holding company
for Chinese-focused lender Cathay Bank, said
Dunson K. Cheng will retire as its president and
CEO of Cathay Bank, effective Sept. 30.
Cheng, who has led the company for more than 30
years, will continue as executive chairman of Los
Angeles-based Cathay General Bancorp(Nasdaq:
CATY) and Cathay Bank.
Cathay Bank President Pin Tai will replace Cheng
as CEO and president of Cathay General and as
CEO of Cathay Bank, effective Oct. 1.
“It has been an honor and a privilege to have
served and led the company,” Cheng said in a
statement. “At the time I joined the bank in 1982,
Cathay was $192 million in asset size with two
branches in Los Angeles. As of June 30, 2016, we
are $13 billion strong in assets, with 59 branches
across nine states in the U.S. and Hong Kong, as
well as offices in Asia. It is time to pass the torch
of leadership to a new generation of well-qualified
colleagues.”
Cheng became a director of Cathay Bank in 1982
and has been a director of the company since it
was formed as a bank holding company in 1990.
He joined the management team at Cathay Bank
in 1984 and was named president in 1985. He has
been the president of Cathay General since 1990,
chairman of the boards of Cathay General and
Cathay Bank since 1994, CEO of Cathay General

and Cathay Bank since 2003, and president of
Cathay Bank from 1985 until April 2015, when Tai
assumed the position of president of Cathay Bank.
“The board of directors is very grateful for Dunson’s
leadership, dedication and years of unparalleled
service to the company,” said Patrick S.D. Lee, the
company’s lead director. “He has led the company
through numerous milestones, solidifying our
institution in the marketplace. Dunson has also
prepared Pin to undertake his new role and we
look forward to working with Pin.”
Tai has been president and a director of Cathay
Bank since April 1, 2015. He joined Cathay Bank in
1999 as general manager of New York region and
moved through the ranks to become chief lending
officer of Cathay Bank in 2013. Tai has more than
34 years of banking experience, including stints at
Bank of China in its New York office and at Bank of
America in Hong Kong and China.
“Pin has served in several key management
roles during his 17-year tenure with Cathay,” said
Cheng. “He was instrumental in the development
of our East Coast footprint and, under his direction
while serving as the chief lending officer, our
lending divisions have been enhanced to capture
greater market share. He will continue Cathay’s
strong commitment to customer satisfaction and
increasing stockholder value.”
“I am humbled by this opportunity and excited
to serve and lead the company going forward,”
said Tai. “Dunson has done a tremendous job in
positioning the company for future growth, and I
look forward to continuing to build on this strong
foundation and disciplined corporate culture.”
Founded in 1962, Cathay Bank currently operates
34 branches in California, 12 branches in New York
State, three in the Chicago, Illinois area, three in
Washington State, two in Texas, one in Maryland,
one in Massachusetts, one in Nevada, one in New
Jersey, one in Hong Kong, and a representative
office in Shanghai and in Taipei.
In July, Cathay General agreed to buy fellow
Chinese-focused bank SinoPac Bancorp, parent of
Far East National Bank, for $340 million in a cash
and stock deal, in a move that strengthened both
companies’ reach across California.
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HNA to buy eight golf courses in the US for US$137.5m
(Source: South China Morning Post）

H

NA Holding Group, the Chinese tourism and
property investment company, has agreed to
buy eight golf courses in Washington State in the
United States for US$137.5 million, as it seeks to
boost its portfolio overseas.
The eight golf courses provide a total of 180 golf
holes with clubhouses and various amenities and
cover 1,887.32 acres, the company said.
Xu Haohao, HNA Holding’s executive director, said
in a statement released today that the company is
positive about global golf tourism mainly due to “the
continuing growth in the number and spending of
high-net-worth outbound tourists from the PRC”.
He said Seattle, Washington State’s largest city,
will be “an excellent gateway to tap into the North
America golf tourism market.”
HNA Holding has entered into a lease with Oki Golf
Management, whereby Oki will pay HNA an annual
rent of US$7.1 million to use the eight golf courses
for a period of five years. The rental yield is about 5
per cent, according to calculations by the Post.
HNA Holding, which came to the Hong Kong stock
exchange through a back-door listing in 2013,
is being developed into a major international
investment arm of acquisitive HNA Group,
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headquartered in Hainan Province. In July, HNA
Holding completed the acquisition of an office
building in London’s Canary Wharf for £131 million.
HNA Group also owns Hainan Airlines, China’s
fourth-largest carrier, which currently operates
seven routes flying to five US cities, including from
Beijing to Seattle. The flights will help guarantee
the golf courses a certain number of visitors, David
Ji, Knight Frank’s director and head of research
and consultancy for greater China, said.
“Apparently the company wants to diversify its
investment to boost return, and tourism property is
one of the options,” Ji said.
He added that China’s outbound investment has
touched a variety of areas in the tourism property
sector in recent years, from hotels to wineries.
According to the statement, HNA Holding also owns
and operates a golf club and resort in Dongguan
city in China’s Guangdong Province, and expects
to generate a synergy between the golf courses in
the two countries.
Shares of HNA Holding remained unchanged in
Hong Kong on Tuesday, closing at HK$0.35 per
share.

CHINA - U.S. NEWS

China Economy on Steady Upward Trend, Says Premier Li Keqiang
(Source: Xinhua）

C

hina’s economy has shown a steady upward
trend and has huge room for maneuver while
there’s no basis for a sustained depreciation of the
nation’s currency, said Premier Li Keqiang.
Li, speaking as he met with President Barack
Obama in New York, said the yuan will stay
basically stable and at a reasonable and balanced
level. Those comments echo the government’s
recent commentary on the currency.
Li’s expression of confidence in the nation’s
economic outlook follow similar signals from the
central bank this week. Better-than-expected
lending and money supply data for August show
the economy has bottomed in its “L-shaped”
recovery, a central bank newspaper said in a frontpage commentary on Monday.

CCTV America wins Outstanding Feature Story
(Source: CCTV.com）

F

ull Frame, a weekly current affairs show on
CCTV America, has picked up an Emmy Award
for Outstanding Feature Story in a News Magazine.
CCTV America staff members with Emmy (from
right) Ira Lazernik, Monna Kashfi, Mei Yan, Sahar
Sarshar and Mike Walter.
The winning story, titled “Jen Bricker: When ‘Can’t’
is a Four-Letter Word,” profiles a young Romanian
woman who was born without legs.
Growning up, Bricker refused to use the word
“can’t,” and felt there was nothing she could not
do. She went on to have success in sports such
as softball, basketball, volleyball and gymnastics.
Now aged 27, she is an accomplished aerialist and
acrobat.
Full Frame’s story has no narrator; instead, it is told
in Bricker’s and her family’s own words. It was the
second Emmy nomination for CCTV America, and
its first win.
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China Buying Boeing Supplier Signals Aluminum’s Future
(Source: Bloomberg News)

C

hina’s emergence as the world’s biggest
aluminum maker has shaken up the industry,
creating a surplus that forced competitors to close
plants as profit fell. Alcoa Inc., an iconic American
producer for more than a century, has shuttered
smelters in the U.S. and plans to split itself in two.
While some companies begin to show signs of
stanching the red ink, there’s probably more
disruption ahead.
After dominating the market for raw aluminum,
China wants to expand its ability to make highervalue products with the commodity. The biggest
step so far was the announcement last week that
Chinese aluminum entrepreneur Liu Zhongtian
will acquire Cleveland-based Aleris Corp. for $2.3
billion. The deal gives the founder of China’s largest
producer of extruded aluminum greater access to
American and European technology, as well as
buyers that include aerospace manufacturers like
Boeing Co. and automakers such as Audi.
“This was a different kind of move by a Chinese
company,” Yi Zhu, an analyst at Bloomberg
Intelligence, said by phone from Hong Kong
on Aug. 31. “Previously, China went after rawmaterial assets abroad, but this is about going
to the downstream, and it fits with the Chinese
28
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government’s goals to upgrade manufacturing and
the economy.”
Liu’s move follows decades of sweeping changes in
the industry. When he founded China Zhongwang
Holdings Ltd. in 1993, the country accounted
for less than 10 percent of global production of
primary aluminum, the basic product churned out
by smelters. Now, it’s 55 percent. Surging output
has eclipsed domestic needs, spawning a flood
of cheap exports that aggravated a global surplus
amid stagnant demand. Prices this year, on
average, are the lowest since 2003 on the London
Metal Exchange.
While Liu is expanding a business already focused
on processing metal rather than producing it, he’s
not the only one getting into that market. Even as
Chinese smelters continue to expand their capacity
to make the raw commodity, the country is also
expanding the number and capabilities of rolling
mills that shape the aluminum into higher-end
products.
Foil, Cans
China’s exports of rolled sheet and plate last year
were equal to about 7 percent of world demand
and will grow further, according to London-based
CRU Group, a commodity researcher. The country
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produced more than 60 percent of the world’s
aluminum foil in 2015, and last year it became a
net exporter for the first time of the specialized
aluminum sheets used to make beverage cans for
soda and beer.
China’s move into the more lucrative, highermargin markets for processed aluminum is still in
its infancy and may take years to peak. The country
has very little capacity to manufacture products
that need to meet strict specifications common
in the automobile and aerospace industries. That
means China can either build its own plants that
employ the industry’s newest technologies, or
acquire existing assets from someone else. The
Zhongwang group, which is also building a flatrolling complex in Tianjin, northern China, is doing
both.
The Aleris deal “could be the shape of things to
come” as Chinese companies add downstream
capacity and capabilities by acquiring overseas
assets, Charlie Durant, a principal analyst CRU
Group in London, said by e-mail on Sept. 1.
‘More Exports’
“Further market integration could ultimately
encourage more exports out of China, particularly
in higher-value-added rolled products, where
Chinese players have yet to have much of an
impact,” Durant said.
The push for more downstream business mirrors
a long-term shift for China’s economy, in which
manufacturing has to become more sophisticated
as the economy matures and domestic demand
increases. Getting rid of surplus capacity and
encouraging China’s industries to produce more
value-added products is one plank of President Xi
Jinping’s attempt to maintain growth that last year
was the slowest since 1990.
“The Chinese government has set clear
development goals for the aluminum industry
that emphasize not only quantity increase, but
more importantly quality improvement,” Zhang
Shiping, the chairman of aluminum producer China
Hongqiao Group Ltd., said in an Aug. 12 statement.
Domestic Demand
China is a fast-growing consumer of the metal.
Annual demand for aluminum will rise 6 million
tons by 2018 as the country uses the metal in
more cars, construction projects and aircraft, China
Nonferrous Industry Association, a state-affiliated
group, said in a WeChat post on Aug. 23. That’s up
about 18 percent from consumption of about 32.5
million tons last year, according to Beijing Antaike
Information Development Co., a researcher
affiliated with the CNIA.

While China has expanded, primary aluminum
output in the rest of the world hasn’t changed
much since the 2008 financial crisis. Average profit
margins at the world’s top producers shrank to
the lowest in 30 years in 2015, according to data
compiled by Bloomberg Intelligence. Chicagobased Century Aluminum Co. may be forced
to shutter its smelter in Kentucky state amid
stiff competition from China, according to Chief
Executive Officer Michael Bless.
Alcoa, which has been around since the 1880s,
plans to break into two companies, with one
focused on mining and smelting while the other,
called Arconic, will be in the business of producing
value-added products, just like Aleris, Novelis Inc.
and Constellium NV. For its part, Alcoa insists the
split-up isn’t motivated by the emergence of China.
In addition to two plants in the U.S., the company
is operating smelters in Iceland, Norway, Spain,
Brazil and Canada.
“Innovation across the future Arconic businesses
is unmatched in the industry, and our research and
development pipeline is robust,” Shona Sabnis,
a spokeswoman, said in an e-mail response to
questions from Bloomberg. “Our continual and fastpaced innovation will allow Arconic to successfully
compete against all peers and deliver value for our
customers and shareowners.”
Reshuffling Supply
Zhongwang’s deal is the third-biggest investment
Chinese firms have ever made in the metals
industry. The biggest was Aluminum Corp. of
China’s $14.2 billion purchase of a stake in Rio
Tinto Plc in 2009, followed by Glencore Plc’s sale
of the Las Bambas copper project in Peru to MMG
Ltd. for $7 billion in 2014. Zhongwang’s swoop on
Aleris was by far the biggest-ever investment in the
value-added end of the market.
Liu is buying Aleris via his Zhongwang USA LLC
unit, which is separate from Liu’s China Zhongwang
company. The Chinese company may take over
the Aleris assets “as and when appropriate” in the
future, China Zhongwang said. Shares closed 2.6%
percent higher at HK$3.89 ($0.50) on Tuesday in
Hong Kong, the highest since April 28.
A reshuffling of the world’s aluminum supply
chain is inevitable when one country controls half
of smelting capacity, according to Paul Adkins,
managing director at Beijing-based AZ China Ltd.,
an industry consultant. “You have to ask yourself
what other aluminum assets out there could
go for a song. This is a win for China, a win for
Zhongwang, and a win for Aleris.”
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China overtakes US as world’s largest assets acquirer
(Source: Bloomberg News)

C

hina has overtaken the US in outbound
mergers and acquisitions for the first time,
underscoring a global buying spree driven by the
Chinese economy’s growth over three decades
and Beijing’s programme to encourage companies
to buy assets and technology from abroad.
In the first nine months of the year the total value
of mergers and acquisitions by Chinese companies
jumped 68 per cent year on year to US$173.9
billion, according to data by Dealogic.
The US has been the top cross-border acquirer in
the first nine-month period since 2008, according to
Dealogic.
However, not all Chinese deals closed as national
security interests trumped economic gains.
The technology sector had the highest number
of outbound deals that didn’t close, with 10
bidders seeing deals worth US$10.1 billion either
withdrawn, rejected by the target company, or had
offers expire in the first nine months.
“Foreign regulators are most sensitive to protecting
national interests; these vary from land rights
and protected industries in Australia, to national
security concerns in countries like the US,” said
Keith Pogson, a senior partner with EY AsiaPacific financial services. “Views have also been
changing on this sort of activity. Recent examples
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of modifications in stances have been the Kidman
[cattle] estate in Australia and the Hinckley Point
Nuclear Power Station deal in the UK.
“We will continue to see these issues appearing
as Chinese continue to invest overseas at scale.
One or two deals probably do not raise political
issues in the investee country, but many may. We
are in political season, and obviously these matters
may become more sensitive for very local political
reasons,” he added.
A total of 601 announced deals marked the
most active first nine month period on record for
Chinese acquirers, compared to 441 deals in the
same period in 2015. Deal volume was led by
ChemChina’s US$46.7 billion pending acquisition
of Syngenta, announced in February, the largest
China outbound M&A deal ever.
However, 42 China outbound acquisitions worth a
total of US$35.8 billion were withdrawn in the first
nine months , already the highest annual level on
record.
The two largest withdrawals were Chinese tech
company Unisplendour’s plan to buy a US$3.8
billion stake in Western Digital and China
Resources & Hua Capital’s US$2.5 billion offer for
a stake in US chip maker Fairchild Semiconductor.
The target companies involved in these two deals
cited regulatory concerns as a key reason for
terminating the negotiations. Specifically, they
faced upgraded reviews by the US Committee on
Foreign Investment in the United States (CFIUS),
an inter-agency panel led by the US Treasury
Department which assesses potential mergers to
ensure they do not endanger national security.
Separately, Dealogic data showed that China
investment banking revenue hit a record high of
US$6.2 billion in the first nine months, up 27 per
cent year on year, thanks to Chinese company
activity in the capital markets, in contrast to
the revenue decline at most of the world’s top
investment banks.
China ranked as the second biggest fee paying
nation globally behind the US, and accounted for
a record high 11.7 per cent share of the global
investment bank fee pool.
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Weathering China’s Cloud Computing Regulations
(Source: Asia Briefing)

L

ast summer, Chinese tech giants Tencent and
Alibaba announced investments into cloud
computing services worth US$1.57 billion and
US$1 billion, respectively. In 2014, cloud computing
sales accounted for only five percent of China’s
total IT market compared to 11 percent globally,
but Bains predicts this number to swell to 20
percent by 2020, reaching US$20 billion in value
and representing an annual growth rate of over 40
percent.
Despite the positive outlook for cloud computing,
China’s complex and restrictive regulations
governing data and internet services make entering
the rapidly expanding market a complicated
process.
Regulatory requirements
Telecommunications services and business
requirements
After entering the World Trade Organization
(WTO) in 2001, the Chinese government pledged
to gradually open the country’s borders to seven
value-added telecommunications services,
including foreign email and voicemail services.
Content-related commitments to these services are

outlined in China’s “Telecommunications Directory
2015 Edition” as follows:

Foreign-invested companies are permitted to
establish Sino-foreign joint ventures and apply
to acquire relevant professional certification.
However, foreign investment in internet data
centers (IDCs) and internet service providers (ISPs)
remains prohibited. Notably, the Shanghai Free
Trade Zone’s negative list expressly forbids foreign
investment into IDCs, but the Free Trade Zone
negative list released at the national level does
not contain this restriction. The Closer Economic
Partnership Agreement (CEPA) previously opened
up the IDC sector to investment originating from
Hong Kong and Macau, explaining why the State
CGCC Monthly Newsletter
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Council’s negative list does not include IDCs. and cloud services that serve governmental
Therefore, this should not be seen as a sign that organizations must be located in China.
IDCs are open to foreign investment from outside （6）Accounting information: Accounting system
of Hong Kong and Macau.
information server deployment must comply with
Foreign investment ratio requirements for telecoms
relevant state provisions. Data centers outside of
I n a c c o r d a n c e w i t h t h e a b o v e - m e n t i o n e d China must keep a backup of accounting data, and
r e s t r i c t i o n s , f o r e i g n i n v e s t m e n t i n t o must be backed up every month. For accounting
telecommunications services in China must be information involving state secrets, information
in the form of a joint venture with a commercial related to national economic security, without the
presence. The following foreign investment approval of the competent authorities, must not be
proportion stipulations require special attention:
taken, transported, or transferred overseas.
（1）According to the 2015 edition of the Guiding （7）Human genetic resource information: Unless
Catalogue of Foreign Investment, the proportion otherwise stated by laws and regulations, under
of foreign investment permitted in value-added special situations where it is imperative that genetic
telecom services may not exceed 50 percent, with information is temporarily required to be supplied
the exception of e-commerce, which can be 100 to an outside entity, it is required to fill out and
percent. Those involved in basic telecoms may not complete a human genetic resources information
exceed 49 percent.
export declaration form and other required
（2）Foreign ownership restrictions for value-added documents for the examination department. Once
telecommunications services in the Shanghai authorization and approval is obtained by the China
Free Trade Area have been further liberalized. human genetic resource department of the local
For example, businesses engaging in information authority or State Council, an export certificate will
services are allowed 50 percent foreign ownership, be issued.
and up to 100 percent for mobile apps. The （8）A series of documents on standardization have
proportion of foreign investment in internet access proposed that cloud service providers must ensure
services may exceed 50 percent.
that their server centers are located in China and
T h e i m p a c t o f c l o u d c o m p u t i n g d a t a fulfil the technology requirements of Chinese law.
supervision on foreign-invested companies
In addition, in June 2015 the Network Security
China’s policies for data supervision can be Act (draft) was made public. The act clearly states
summarized as follows:
that key information infrastructure operators
Data must not be removed from the territory of the should store the personal information of Chinese
People’s Republic of China
citizens within the country. Those who do need
In recent years, China’s laws and policies directed to store information overseas will be evaluated in
at data security and user identity have been accordance with safety regulations. This legislation
gradually implemented and strengthened. Data also reflects the policy that personal data cannot
removal measures are evident in many laws and leave the country.
regulations. Below is a summary of the main Apart from the above-mentioned policy, the ‘antipoints.
terrorism act’, which was passed this January,
（1）Personal credit information: Sorting, storage, clearly states that telecommunications operators
and processing of information collected by credit and internet service providers must provide a
institutions in China should be carried out in China.
technical interface and other decryption support
（2）Personal financial information: Storage, by which public security organs and state security
management, and analysis of personal financial agencies may investigate terrorist activities.
information collected in China must be carried out Mandatory national standards also require
within China. Banking and financial organizations that internet service providers provide safety
must not provide countries outside of China with organizations with a compliant technical interface
personal financial information, unless otherwise and ensure the timely and effective delivery of
stated by rules and regulations or rules made by relevant evidence. Maintaining a data interface
the People’s Bank of China.
does not necessarily mean that relevant authorities
（3）Population health information should not be are permitted to freely access data without any
stored, entrusted to, or leased to overseas servers.
procedure. However, these regulations may
（4）Map data should be stored in servers within increase worries for foreign investors.
Key takeaways
the People’s Republic of China.
（5）Governmental information: Data centers Foreign-invested cloud computing businesses
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operating in China need to be aware of the various
restrictions over data governance, and other related
issues. Even if they are clearly in a joint venture
with a domestic enterprise, foreign investors also
need to consider the legal compliance of their
cooperation agreement, including qualification
compliance, data storage restrictions, and other
regulatory policies, in addition to business
management cooperation framework management,
access to income and transfer, customer services,
and other management issues.
Investing in internet and information-related

businesses in China is a complicated exercise
owing to the government’s stringent security
measures and active supervision. Regulatory
compliance is particularly important in this sector,
as foreign investors face heightened scrutiny
and risk drawing the ire of the government.
The potential of the market makes navigating
these issues worthwhile, however, as Chinese
businesses and consumers are increasingly
willing to invest in internet services that improve
convenience and optimize performance.

GCL-Poly to Buy SunEdison’s Material Business for $150 Million
(Source: Bloomberg News)

G

CL-Poly Energy Holdings Ltd., the world’s
biggest maker of polysilicon for solar cells,
agreed to purchase the solar-material business
of bankrupt U.S. renewable-energy company
SunEdison Inc. for $150 million.
The acquisition includes three SunEdison units
-- SunEdison Products Singapore Pte., MEMC
Pasadena Inc. and Solaicx Inc. -- as well as its
stake in a Korean joint venture SMP Ltd., GCL-Poly
said in a filing to the Hong Kong stock exchange
on Sunday. The purchase will exclude MEMC’s
manufacturing plant in Pasadena, Texas.
SunEdison filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy
protection with $16.1 billion in liabilities in April.

The deal will help GCL-Poly expand its polysilicon
production capacity and enhance its technology.
GCL-Poly said earlier this month that it has a 30
percent share of the global polysilicon market and
40 percent for solar wafers.
GCL-Poly said $50 million of the cash consideration
will be paid into escrow accounts to be refunded if
certain conditions aren’t met by SunEdison.
GCL-Poly’s parent Golden Concord Holdings Ltd.
is also seeking to bid for SunEdison’s controlling
stake in TerraForm Power Inc., which operates
solar power plants, people familiar with the
development said last week.
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What Should the U.S. Presidential Candidates Be Saying on China?
(Source: ChinaFile)

But I think the more sober Chinese, including China’s
President Xi Jinping, recognize he’s too unpredictable,
that we could stumble into a war with this guy.
I would say to the Chinese, I think Clinton will work
for good relations. She may be a little firmer in certain
areas, but it will mostly be continuous with policies
over eight or nine presidents of both parties. A mixture
of competition and cooperation. Something the
Chinese can predict and get along with.

S

everal weeks before the United States
presidential election, Democratic nominee
Hillary Clinton and her Republican rival Donald
Trump have said surprisingly little about how they
plan to address China—in areas ranging from the
global economy and security to the sustainability
of our planet. To kick off this week’s conversation,
former Ambassador to China Winston Lord and
ChinaFile publisher Orville Schell talked with Emily
Parker, a journalist who has written extensively
about China, in a public program designed to spark
a discussion about how Washington should engage
Beijing under the next administration. —The Editors

N

obody knows what
China policy would look
like under Trump, above
all not Trump himself. This
man is incoherent and has
no idea what he’s going to
do. We don’t know what his
beliefs are. We don’t know
whether or not he’ll change
them. We don’t know who
is advisors will be. It’s entirely impossible to project.
The only thing he’s talked about is slapping on 4050 percent tariffs and starting a trade war.
From the Chinese perspective, they’re probably
tempted to vote for Trump. They don’t particularly
like Hillary Clinton, particularly because of a speech
she gave at ASEAN that got the U.S. involved in the
South China Sea disputes. They know that Trump, if
he gets in, will completely wreck America’s position
on the world stage. That must be attractive to some
extent. All our alliances will go down the tube, we will
be disliked everywhere from Mexico to every Muslim
country. Democracy will be given a black eye.
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Both our countries think we’re exceptional in
different ways. We think we’re the city on the hill.
China thinks it’s the middle kingdom. But on one
hand they have humiliation from the West that spans
150 years, and on the other hand they have this
history of being the middle kingdom. They have a
complicated mixture of arrogance and insecurity and
some xenophobia, which complicates things. On the
U.S. side, look how we keep changing our views of
China. If you put these historical attitudes and the
oscillations in our relationship over time, no wonder
we have a problem.
It isn’t fair to say Barack Obama hasn’t paid enough
attention to China. What he hasn’t done—and I
couldn’t get Bill Clinton to do this either when I was
working for him—is to give a major speech on China,
to have a strategic overview. I think that’s been a
major failing, both to put into perspective some of
the positive things as well as the negative things.
It’s such an important relationship that it’s difficult
for the president to fully delegate it. Even in the
transition period, I’d find someone very close and
very prestigious who’s close to the president elect,
and start talking to the Chinese and try to turn this
relationship around. I think we should make that effort.
We have to invest in our future in order to be more
competitive with China, whether it is education
or science and technology, so we can compete
with China. The Asian rebalance—we’ve done a
lot. But the problem here is that the Trans-Pacific
Partnership (TPP) is not going to get through our
Congress. You have Hillary herself running away
from it, but I don’t think she’ll get away with it
politically. And then you have the Republicans who
are anti-trade and TPP. TPP is crucial for our whole
China position and trade position. And we should
do what we’ve been trying to do: namely, search
for whatever areas of cooperation are practical and
unsentimental where our interests overlap.
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O

ne of the great American
brands that we forget
about is a freer life. We all
have friends who are coming
to America from China,
buying a business, a house,
got their kids in boarding
school aspiring to go to
Harvard. The biggest brand
of all is that immigrants want
to come here. The Chinese are leading the pack.
How can these two candidates not mention the most
important issues of the world? They’re certainly not
talking about the U.S.-China relationship. If they did
talk about it, would that be a good thing? It probably
wouldn’t be. Can a human being, can a country,
ignore their past? Could Germany have done it?
Germany didn’t do it in some very elemental ways.
This question of an edited narrative presented by the
state and the prevention of other narratives entering
as correctives is deeply toxic in the long run. I don’t
think it is going to be very easy. A country cannot
have committed such massive abuses against its
own people and have not come to terms with them
and still be stable and healthy and comfortable in the
world.
I think we’re at a crossroads moment. We need to
understand if it’s really possible to continue down this
engagement road.
Let’s assume Hillary gets elected. (I don’t know
what to assume if Trump gets elected.) First thing
she should do is tell Bill to pack his bags and go
to Beijing, and smoke this thing out for a couple
of months. Go to Xi Jinping and say, “This is a
critical tipping point moment.” We either get some
deeper, better, more trusting understanding about
our intentions and our ability to collaborate, or we’re
going to both rue the day because we’re going to
fall into a more adversarial position. There’s no
other human being who has the status of a former
president, which is immensely important to China.
Bill Clinton could clarify the situation, and be at a
high enough level to get China’s attention, give them
face, and really express America’s sentiment, deep
yearning, and hope that we can somehow work
together.
If America is going to pretend to be a world leader,
it ought to reflect a bit on how it might lead in this
circumstance in some new and more active ways.
We are obliged to make as extreme an effort as we
can—and many presidents have done this—to see

if we can breathe more life into engagement. That’s
our only hope. It’s a good hope, and if we can, great.
And if we can’t, then we really have to go up on our
mountain and reflect on the alternative.

O

n the one hand, I
agree with Orville, a
friend and also a mentor,
that Clinton and Trump
have not talked much
about the important U.S.China relations. But I am
glad that China has not
been mentioned as much
as in previous campaigns.
In every speech in the
2012 race Romney swore to name China a
currency manipulator on day one in office. Trump
has talked about slapping tariffs of 45 percent or
more on Chinese exports and still says China is
manipulating the yuan to keep it artificially low.
Anyone making such outlandish remarks only
makes a joke of himself.
A serious and rational talk about U.S.-China
relations is not possible during the increasingly
toxic U.S. presidential race. Recalling the 2012
GOP presidential debate, Ambassador Jon
Huntsman, the one candidate with the best China
knowledge, was made to look the least relevant
when discussing U.S. China policy. That’s how
toxic the race is.
China has become the bogeyman of U.S.
presidential race in past decades. Candidates say
whatever they think will please voters, instead of
resorting to rational argument.
I don’t agree with Ambassador Lord’s
characterization of Chinese and Chinese leaders
as anti-American. If you look at the Pew survey,
anti-Americanism is strong not in China, but the
Middle East. Most Chinese love America and
Americans. That is why they want to travel to the
U.S. and send their children to American colleges.
But there is an anti-American sentiment when it
comes to U.S. foreign policy. The disastrous U.S.
foreign policy in Iraq, Afghanistan, Libya, Syria and
many other countries have fueled such sentiment.
This is not just true in China, but among some U.S.
allies in Europe.
It’s true that China’s foreign policy has shifted from
a low-profile approach to a more active play on
the regional and global stage. It has been and will
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continue to be a learning process for China. China
has done some great things in launching the AIIB
and the One Belt and One Road inititative, and
in international peacekeeping. China could have
handled the South China Sea issue better despite
the clear geopolitical challenge from the U.S.
rebalance strategy.
But the U.S. and some other countries have much
to do to adjust their mentality to the new global
reality: China and other big emerging countries
India and Brazil deserve a bigger say. In the
1980s and 1990s, China didn’t compete with the
U.S. economically, but the rise of China to the
world’s second largest economy has changed the
dynamic, making many Americans nervous, just
like a rising Japan did in the 1980s and 1990s,
despite the fact that Japan was a U.S. ally.
China has done better than the U.S. in areas such
as infrastructure, but there are lots of things in
China that remain unenviable. It’s not dissimilar
from the U.S., where a dysfunctional Washington
has tarnished the American model in recent years.
Both countries have major things to fix at home
before pointing their fingers at the other.
The next U.S. president should pay even more
attention to expanding cooperation with China
because the whole world—and especially the AsiaPacific—is looking at how well China and the U.S.
get along. I am not saying that they should paperover differences. Many differences will remain
for a long time. But they should respect the other
while addressing their differences constructively,
avoiding President Obama’s rhetoric: “China
should not make the rules, we should.” That
language is destructive and does not take the
bilateral relationship seriously.

P

art of the answer lies
in the fact that neither
Tr u m p n o r C l i n t o n m e t
Chinese Prime Minister
Li Keqiang in New York in
mid-September to attend
United Nations meetings,
while both candidates
met with the President of
Egypt, in town for the same
multilateral events.
Wouldn’t a drop-in meeting with Li by either
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c a n d i d a t e h a v e b e e n a n e ff e c t i v e w a y o f
communicating a message? I have no way of
knowing whether either side made any attempt to
schedule such a meeting. Perhaps it’s reasonable
to suspect that the shared feeling about the current
state of China-U.S. relations is not laissez faire
enough to allow that sort of meeting to materialize
in the first place.
On the American side, there seems to be a
sense that candidates’ articulations about China
increasingly matter, not only in terms of U.S. policy
to come but also as an invitation for China to react.
To what extent China will feature in Americans’
vote on election day is a lot harder to ascertain.
On the Chinese side, if you leave aside some of
the media hype for a moment, it’s hard to grapple
with the level of emotion in some of the American
rhetoric. Part of the ‘non reaction’ by Chinese can
be attributed to a need for better language skills.
Often implied meanings are lost in translation from
English. It’s even harder for the majority of Chinese
to understand the American social context that
gives rise to the candidates’ heated articulations.
Of course, for both China and the United States,
the way leaders talk about approaching each other
does matter. This in spite of the multiple layers at
which the two societies already interact. Leaders’
rhetoric is important for both countries, as it can
guide a convergence of domestic opinions about
approaching the other country and its complex
mass of actors and interests. Guiding domestic
opinion can be as hard as getting agreement from
diplomats across the table.
Nevertheless, there is a growing level of
recognition in both societies about the levels of
autonomy— even in defiance of its leader. On nonmilitary issues, this tendency is positive. In the
area of military relations, serious attention must
be paid to keeping open direct communication
between leaders and officers at all ranks.
Last but not least, the day when meetings between
Chinese and American heads of state do not take
months to plan, and when American presidential
candidates and Chinese leaders-in-waiting find it
useful to schedule face-to-face meetings, the value
of their comprehensive policy speeches will drop.
That, in turn, will be another sign of strength in the
bilateral relationship.
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I

t is hardly surprising that
both candidates have
remained largely silent on
China. It’s probably for the
best. In order to placate
American voters, Trump
and Clinton need to signal
that they will be tough on
China. But in doing so they
will likely alienate China
and will get off to a bad start with Xi Jinping’s
government before having even moved into the
Oval Office.
However, China did feature somewhat prominently
in the early primaries. Last year, Donald Trump
said he would not hold a state dinner for China’s
President Xi Jinping but instead take him to
McDonald’s for a Big Mac. Since then, numerous
bursts of anti-international trade bravado suggest
that, if anything, he would try to contain China
economically. Such bluster will hardly be the
answer to the problems the U.S.-China relationship
faces. I recently set aside time to read Trump’s Art
of the Deal, from which I could only conclude that
his dealings with China would likely be anything
but artful. My only suggestion here would be the
following: Trump needs to realize that addressing
Xi Jinping in a meeting will call for a different tone
than the one he has employed when attacking
organized tenant groups, pressuring New York City
officials into tax abatements, or shouting “You’re

Fired!” at TV contestants.
Winston Lord already mentioned Hillary Clinton’s
speech at ASEAN a few years ago, but China’s
dislike of the democratic nominee goes back even
further. At the 1995 Fourth UN World Conference
on Women, which was held in Beijing, she gave,
then as first lady, a stern speech that hinted
at China’s human rights record by saying that
“women’s rights were human rights.” The speech
was censored and marked the beginning of a long
and testy relationship between Clinton and China.
Those feelings are not going to go away overnight.
Clinton, who has established a reputation as being
tough on China, may need to find a way to loosen
things up. Engaging the help of former President
Bill Clinton, as Orville Schell suggested, may well
be a good start.
In any case, both candidates should be as vocal as
possible about issues where there is commonality
between China and the U.S. Most significant
here is climate change. At the recent G20 summit
held in Hangzhou, China, Xi Jinping and Barack
Obama agreed to ratify a landmark climate deal.
This deal represents a rare moment of successful
collaboration. These successes need to be
celebrated and the presidential candidates should
not be shy about applauding them. The people
of both China and the United States desperately
need reassurance that the U.S.-China relationship
can be a constructive and positive one.
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China Spending to Help Boost American Jobs
(Source: Caixin)

D

espite the political rhetoric, a rise in Chinese
investments will fuel growth in the U.S. over
the next decade.
Trade does result in very real and serious job
losses, while its benefits are spread more broadly
over the entire U.S. economy. Yet many job losses
are not a result of trade; they are actually driven by
productivity gains related to rapid advancements
in technology, a powerful force disrupting labor
markets globally and affecting numerous countries,
including the U.S. and China.
Capital flows between the two countries are
already substantial. But in the past, the vast
majority of Chinese capital flows into the U.S.
market were paper transactions involving the
purchase of securities, particularly U.S. Treasuries,
not direct investments that involved the hiring of
U.S. workers or the building of plants and other
physical assets. Indeed, cross-border direct
investments generally flowed from the U.S. to
China rather than the other way around. And these
were largely one-way U.S. corporate investments
designed to help them enter and compete in the
China market.
But that is now changing. China’s outbound
direct investment globally has been increasing
for a number of years and, where much of this
investment once went to Africa and Latin America,
for example, it is now increasingly directed at
advanced Western economies. That has meant
that Chinese direct investment in the U.S. market
is ramping up rapidly from a low base.
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As a result, Chinese investments have begun
to sustain or have created local jobs across the
U.S. In some instances, Chinese investors can
be a source of growth capital to help U.S. firms
expand capacity. In other cases, establishing a
strategic partnership with a Chinese investor can
lead to new market opportunities in China. And for
innovative American startups, China is, after all,
a market that has both the scale and capacity to
commercialize new products rapidly and lower the
cost of nascent technologies. Chinese investment
could, in this sense, benefit small and mediumsized American firms, manufacturers, and startups,
as well as farmers and ranchers, all of which are
facing intense global competition.
On a broader level, as the U.S.-China relationship
becomes ever more challenging, bolstering and
sustaining cross-border investment can set a new
tone for its progression. Chinese direct investment
can provide stronger and more enduring economic
linkages — in some ways more permanent than
bilateral trade — while also supporting American
growth. Direct investment reflects a vote of confidence
in the American market and its workers and a belief in
the long-term resilience of the U.S. economy.
Of course, many other factors can affect the ebb
and flow of investments, not least of which is
what happens in the Chinese economy, including
currency movements and capital controls. Still,
such cycles are normal and unlikely to affect the
overall trend. Plenty of Chinese investors, much
like their counterparts from Europe, Japan, and
elsewhere, continue to view the U.S. as one of the
most stable and dynamic markets in the world.
There are good reasons to believe this trend
will persist. First, macroeconomic conditions are
changing rapidly in China, and its current growth
model is leading to diminishing returns and limiting
attractive opportunities for Chinese investors in
their domestic market. Second, many Chinese
companies have reached a point where their
success in the home market has naturally led
them to pursue global expansion and attempt to
build global brands. Third, Chinese investment
targets are shifting from natural resources and
commodities in developing countries toward the
consumer, enterprise technologies, services and
high-tech markets.
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These factors indicate that Chinese investment
has the potential to grow rapidly, but whether it
actually does will depend equally on the ability
and willingness of the U.S. — federal, state, and
municipal governments, as well as U.S. firms —
to capitalize on these dynamics and continue to
embrace foreign investment. This requires the
creation of an investment climate that welcomes
global capital, including Chinese capital. The
eventual completion of a U.S.-China Bilateral
Investment Treaty (BIT) would go a long way
toward that end by making the rules and institutions
that govern investment more predictable.
To keep direct investments flowing, the U.S. will
also have to compete with other advanced markets,
such as the European Union. It is no secret that
competition for Chinese capital is fierce from
Asia to Europe. Britain and Australia, too, have
been favored destinations of Chinese investment,
although politics in both countries have, as in the
U.S., started to yield a backlash. The U.S. will
not fully benefit from Chinese capital if it fails to
maintain an environment that attracts, rather than
spurns, foreign investment in general and Chinese
investment in particular.
To be sure, while direct investment can bring
enormous opportunities, it also comes with a
daunting set of practical and execution challenges.
Simply having demand for foreign capital or the
desire to make an investment is insufficient. Above
all, a prospective deal has to make economic
sense, providing the investor with adequate returns
and the recipient with new opportunities. The U.S.
is a comparatively open and transparent market,
but identifying and executing on transactions is still
a complex process. It involves complying with a
thicket of federal and state regulations, accepting
some level of political risk, accommodating local
stakeholders, and addressing corporate culture
mismatches, among other considerations.
All these factors matter even more when it comes
to the U.S. and China, where differences in culture,
legal and regulatory regimes, basic understanding
of the respective markets and opportunity sets,
political dynamics, and information asymmetry
amplify these challenges. As a result, some
investments will invariably fail to be consummated
for various economic, legal, and political reasons.
And many deals, once consummated, will turn out
to be not so successful.

Although the level of Chinese investment
remains relatively modest, some of the larger
deals have already raised national security and
related concerns about the nature and intent of
those acquisitions, particularly when they are
concentrated in high-tech sectors. That fear is
often unwarranted and stems from a common
misunderstanding of how investments work.
Foreign investors, Chinese or otherwise, tend to
seek stable environments in which to put their
capital and typically look for steady, long-term
returns. When it comes to physical assets, such as
plants, manufacturing facilities, and property, the
identity of the investor may change, but the actual
assets almost never leave the country. The upside
is that the U.S., in the meantime, potentially stands
to gain an important new source of capital.
Moreover, on balance, Chinese investors, whether
state-owned enterprises or private firms, have
largely behaved like other international investors in
the U.S. market: they are looking to diversify their
portfolio with good assets and deploying capital
into sectors that have complementarities with the
Chinese economy and can meet domestic demand.
Despite these positive trends, challenges and
barriers — some unavoidable, some imposed by
the U.S. government in its national interest, and
some counterproductive — prevent Chinese direct
investment from reaching its full potential. The impact
of these barriers and obstacles, such as mutual
misperception, should not be lightly dismissed.
As adverse as today’s politics are, the reality is
that almost every foreign direct investment has
had a political dimension. Indeed, it is becoming
increasingly important for the parties involved
on both sides of a prospective deal, particularly
those involving Chinese investors, to address and
mitigate the politics. Chinese investors certainly
have a learning curve to climb in managing not
just political issues at the federal level but also
grassroots politics at the local level where the
investment occurs.
This is no easy task, and there is simply no onesize-fits-all solution. The U.S. market is complex,
regulations differ across states, and local politics
are diverse. So for any Chinese investor, it
is necessary to adhere to a high standard of
transparency and faithfully comply with the legal
processes and norms to complete a transaction.
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Is Deutsche Bank the next Lehman moment?
(Source: USA Today)

E

ver since the fall of Lehman Brothers in 2008
— an event that ushered in the financial crisis
— even a whiff of a banking crisis anywhere in the
world has resulted in an “uh-oh” moment for Wall
Street. And investor reaction was no different last
week when reports spread that some hedge funds
were paring back risk by moving some cash out of
troubled German banking giant Deutsche Bank.
Indeed, the initial Bloomberg report last week
of a handful of clients scaling back business
with Deutsche Bank led to an initial negative
market reaction in the U.S., witnessed by a
nearly 200-point drop suffered by the Dow Jones
industrial average on Thursday. In addition to weak
profits due to Europe’s economic woes, investor
concern centered on the expectation that the U.S.
Department of Justice would demand a steep $14
billion in penalties for alleged wrongdoing leading
up to the 2008 mortgage crisis and comments from
German Chancellor Angela Merkel ruling out state
aid for the bank.
“It stoked memories of the Lehman collapse,”
says Terry Sandven, chief equity strategist at U.S.
Bank Wealth Management. Back in 2008, a lack
of confidence in Lehman’s finances caused clients
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— known as “counterparties” — to ask for their
money back, a request a cash-starved Lehman
couldn’t meet, leading to its eventual bankruptcy
filing.
But while fears of a “Lehman moment” still keep
investors up at night, the general consensus on
Wall Street is that Deutsche Bank’s problems,
while sizable, won’t snowball.
“Whatever happens with Deutsche Bank, this is
not — I repeat, not — a Lehman moment,” says
Don Luskin, chief investment officer at investment
firm TrendMacro. “We are not looking at globally
interconnected fragility like we were in 2008.
And if anything goes wrong at all, after the 2008
experience, the central banks of the world know
precisely what to do to put the fire out.”
That’s likely why the Dow rebounded Friday and
shares of Deutsche Bank (DB) that trade on the
New York Stock Exchange recovered nearly 14%,
trimming its year-to-date loss to a still-sizable 46%.
Also boosting shares was an unsourced report
Friday by Agence France-Presse that the U.S.
government had agreed to a settlement worth $5.4
billion, well below the initial $14 billion fine sought.
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The company has worked to quell fears with
messages referring to its financial position as
“stable” and pointing to its large number of clients
— currently more than 20 million, according to the
bank.

economics at California State University-Channel
Islands. “The potential damage to the bank is
overstated,” Sohn says. And, if true, Friday’s report
from the French news agency of a much lower fine
could also ease investor fears.

While its run-in with the U.S. prosecutors could
lead to a big fine, Deutsche Bank has a lot of cash
on hand. In a Friday letter to employees, CEO John
Cryan said Deutsche Bank has 215 billion euros
in cash reserves, adding that it is “an extremely
comfortable buffer.”

What’s more, given the size of Deutsche Bank,
which is Germany’s biggest lender and a key
pillar of the European financial system, there’s
little doubt that authorities, such as the European
Central Bank or the German government itself,
would take the necessary steps to keep the bank
operating and avoid a failure.

Beyond Deutsche Bank’s financial position, global
regulators are better equipped to deal with a crisis
than they were eight years ago, analysts and
money managers say.
“Banking systemic risk is much lower now than
in 2007-08,” says David Kotok, chief investment
officer at Cumberland Advisors. “German bank
supervision is also tighter.”
The big unknown is what the final fine will be once
the Justice Department and Deutsche Bank end
their negotiations. Wall Street thinks the ultimate
hit will likely be less than the $14 billion the U.S.
wants, says Sung Won Sohn, a professor of

“When push comes to shove, Merkel will bail out
Deutsche Bank,” says Luskin of TrendMacro.
Still, Wall Street pros say it makes perfect sense
that some clients of Deutsche Bank took steps to
protect themselves in the event the German bank’s
fortunes worsen.
“If you fear a bank has solvency problems, financial
managers withdraw from the bank because there
is no reward and all risk,” says Bruce Bittles, chief
investment strategist at Baird. “It doesn’t mean that
Deutsche Bank is in immediate danger, but you
certainly do not want to be the last one out.”
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Why the Federal Reserve Won’t Raise Rates This Week — or This Year
(Source: MONEY Magazine)

The economy just isn’t strong enough to
warrant a rate hike anytime soon.

How Did We Get Here?
Investors who can summon the perspective to
remember all the way back to last December
might be amazed at the denouement. Following
the first rate hike in nearly a decade, Fed officials
opined that multiple rate increases should
occur throughout this year. Alas, circumstances
intervened.
Slow economic growth at home, weakness in
China, and a plunge in oil prices caused the Fed
to ease their finger off the trigger to start the year
(as stocks tumbled dramatically), while Britain’s
decision to leave the European Union, and a few
spotty employment reports, cast a pall over the
summer.
Recently a few Fed officials have been making the
case, again, for a rate hike. The musings of the
Boston Federal Reserve President even caused
stocks to fall 400 points last week.

T

he Federal Reserve convenes on September
20 for the sixth time this year to discuss the
potential need for a slight increase in short-term
interest rates as the economy slowly gets back to
pre-recession levels.
Or, if you listen to the financial press, the future of
your retirement savings hangs in the balance!
Economists, and those who play one on Twitter,
believe that the Federal Open Market Committee
will most likely keep interest rates unchanged after
its meeting wraps up Wednesday afternoon, which
will put more pressure on the Fed to raise rates in
December.
“We expect the Fed to hold the Fed funds target
rate at 0.25-0.50% at the September meeting,”
says UBS economist Drew Matus. “This should
simultaneously mitigate the impact of a hawkish
statement while confirming their intention to move
in December.”
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How’s the Economy Really Doing?
No one quite knows what to make of the the U.S.
economic recovery.
The Fed has two main jobs: to maximize
employment and keep prices stable (the Fed has
targeted an inflation rate of 2%.)
By certain measures, the Fed has already
achieved its mandate.
“While investors don’t expect any rate hike, it
is worth noting that all the criteria that the Fed
pointed to as being necessary for a rate hike have
now been met,” says JPMorgan Funds chief global
strategist David Kelly. “Growth is strengthening.
Labor markets are continuing to tighten. Inflation
is moving towards 2%. And the global scene, while
never placid, seems relatively calm.”
Over the last three months, employers have hired
an average of 232,000 workers per month, while
the unemployment hangs at 4.9%. A new U.S.
census report found that inflation-adjusted income

NEWS COMMENTARY

jumped by 5.2% last year, while the poverty rate
declined, and the first annual increase in income
since 2007. Meanwhile so-called “core” inflation,
which strips out volatile energy and food prices,
jumped 2.3% over the past year.

Even prices aren’t gaining as quickly as the Fed
would like, according to the central bank’s preferred
metric. Inflation isn’t predicted to grow by 2% until
2018, and the economy as a whole has limped
along this year.

That’s the hot. Here’s the cold:

Progress has been made, but the iron-clad case
for a rate hike now seems dubious. The market
believes there’s only a 15% chance the Fed raises
rates, although odds are much greater that a move
will come in December.

While incomes may be up, earnings aren’t growing
that quickly. Hourly wages grew 2.4% over the past
year, down substantially from pre-recession levels.
Employers added a disappointing 151,000 jobs in
August, and the percentage of people in their prime
working years who are participating in the labor
force is currently lower now than in 2007.

But one poor economic report, one severe stock
dip or foreign crisis could push the next Fed move
to 2017.
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IMF Adds Chinese Renminbi to Special Drawing Rights Basket
(Source: IMF News)

•

Renminbi joins U.S. dollar, euro, yen, and
British pound in SDR basket

•

Change represents important milestone for
IMF, SDR, and China

•

Move recognizes and reinforces China’s
continuing reform progress

Effective October 1, the IMF is adding the Chinese
renminbi (RMB) to the basket of currencies that
make up the Special Drawing Right, or SDR.
The SDR is an international reserve asset created
by the IMF in 1969 to supplement its member
countries’ official reserves. The IMF’s Executive
Board agreed to change the SDR’s basket currency
composition in November 2015, and the decision
now enters into force after a period of transition.
The RMB joins the SDR basket in addition to the
previously included four currencies—the U.S.
dollar, the euro, the Japanese yen, and the British
pound (see chart).
In an interview, Siddharth Tiwari (Director of the
IMF’s Strategy, Policy, and Review Department)
and Andrew Tweedie (Director of the IMF’s
Finance Department) explain why this change took
place and its significance for the IMF, the SDR,
China, and the international monetary system as a
whole.
IMF News: What does the renminbi’s inclusion in
the SDR basket mean for China?
Tiwari : The RMB’s inclusion is an important
milestone in the integration of the Chinese
economy into the global financial system. The
IMF’s determination that the RMB is freely usable
reflects China’s expanding role in global trade and
the substantial increase in the international use
and trading of the renminbi. It also recognizes the
progress made in reforms to China’s monetary,
foreign exchange, and financial systems and
acknowledges the advances made in liberalizing,
integrating, and improving the infrastructure of its
financial markets. We expect that the inclusion of
the RMB in the SDR basket will further support
the already increasing use and trading of the RMB
internationally.
In addition, while data disclosure is not a formal
criterion for a currency’s inclusion in the SDR
basket, issuers of reserve currencies generally
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meet high transparency standards. The Chinese
authorities have recently taken welcome steps
to increase data disclosure and enhance their
commitment to multilateral data initiatives; for
instance, reporting the currency composition of
reserves to the IMF. Also, the Chinese authorities
continue to work with the Bank for International
Settlements on their reporting of the Chinese
banking sector statistics. These developments will
lead to increased acceptance of the RMB among
official holders of foreign exchange reserves.
IMF News: Stepping back a bit, what are the
criteria for inclusion in the SDR?
Tweedie : There are two main criteria for a currency
to be included in the SDR basket.
The first is the export criterion, which requires that
the currencies in the basket be issued by the top
exporters of the world. It has been part of the SDR
methodology since the 1970s and it aims to ensure
that the currencies that qualify for the basket are
those issued by members or currency unions that
play a central role in the global economy.

Second, the inclusion of the RMB in the SDR
basket enhances the attractiveness of the RMB as
an international reserve asset. This will help with
the diversification of global reserve assets.
IMF News: How will this change affect the SDR
itself?
Tweedie : The RMB’s inclusion is not just an
important milestone for China, but also for the
SDR itself. This is the first time that a new currency
has been added to the basket since the euro
replaced the French franc and the Deutsche mark
in 1999. The RMB’s inclusion further diversifies
the SDR basket and makes its composition more
representative of the world’s major currencies.
As such, the inclusion is expected to enhance
the attractiveness of the SDR as an international
reserve asset.

The second is the requirement for currencies in
the SDR basket to be determined by the Fund to
be “freely usable”—that is, widely used to make
payments for international transactions and widely
traded in the principal exchange markets. This
criterion became part of the SDR methodology
in 2000 to capture the importance of financial
transactions in the global economy.
IMF News: How is the renminbi’s inclusion
expected to impact the international monetary
system?
Ti w a r i : T h e r e a r e s e v e r a l b e n e f i t s t o t h e
international monetary system.
First, the inclusion of the RMB in the SDR basket
consolidates the RMB’s internationalization process.
The internationalization of a currency imposes
strong requirements on its markets and institutions.
Experience shows that some of these elements
include developing deep and liquid financial markets,
achieving a certain degree of openness of the capital
account, delivering predictable macroeconomic
outcomes, strong and credible institutions, and
securing the integrity of the markets—for example,
by putting in place a reliable rule of law. Thus,
consolidating and further strengthening the RMB
internationalization process will help strengthen the
Chinese economy, and therefore the global economy.
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IMF News: So far we have discussed the
implications of the RMB’s inclusion for China, the
SDR, and the international monetary system. But
how does this affect the Fund?
Tweedie : The determination that the RMB is freely
usable changes China’s rights and obligations visà-vis the IMF and has important implications for
the Fund’s financial operations.
When selected to participate in Fund transactions,
issuers of freely usable currencies are expected
to provide their own currency in purchases (i.e.,
Fund lending), and receive their own currency
from borrowers in repurchases (i.e., repayments
to the Fund). This means that, going forward when
China is selected, a borrowing member would
receive RMB and would need to repay in RMB.
If these borrowers ask China to exchange the
RMB into another freely usable currency, China
would be obliged to collaborate and make its best
efforts to assist in the exchange of its currency into
another freely usable currency, as is the case with
other freely usable currency issuers. In contrast,
when other members whose currencies are not
determined by the Fund to be freely usable provide
resources in Fund financial operations, they are
obliged to exchange their currencies for a freely
usable currency.
In addition, currencies in the SDR basket should
have suitable exchange rates for SDR valuation
purposes and a suitable reference interest rate.
IMF member countries, their agents, and other
SDR holders need to have adequate access
to instruments denominated in freely usable
currencies for reserve management purposes and
for hedging risks.
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What motivated the change in the SDR basket?
The IMF Executive Board’s decision to include the
RMB as of October 1 was taken in the context of
the Review of the Method of Valuation of the SDR,
which takes place every five years. These reviews
typically evaluate the selection criteria for the
currencies that should be part of the basket, the
selection of currencies, the weighting methodology,
and the composition of the basket. Broader issues
related to the role of the SDR in the international
monetary system and SDR allocation are outside
the remit of this review. The SDR valuation
framework aims at supporting the SDR as an
international reserve asset.
The conclusions of 2010 SDR valuation review,
subsequent discussions by the Board in 2011—
which ratified that the criteria for inclusion of
a currency in the SDR basket should remain
unchanged—and the increasing importance of the
Chinese economy determined that the 2015 review
should focus on the building blocks relevant for the
determination of whether to include the RMB in the
basket.
“Staff’s thorough analysis—a significant crossdepartmental effort to examine complex issues
given the development of financial markets—
allowed the Executive Board to conclude that the
RMB can now be considered widely used and
widely traded (according to the definition of a freely
usable currency set forth in the IMF’s Articles of
Agreement),” said Siddharth Tiwari, Director of the
IMF’s Strategy, Policy, and Review Department.
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What Now for China as Renminbi Joins SDR?

S

(Source: Barron’s)

ince being admitted to the IMF’s elite currency
club, Beijing has prioritized GDP growth over
structural reforms.
The renminbi will join the International Monetary
Fund’s (IMF) Special Drawing Rights (SDR) basket
this Saturday, 1 October, which is also China’s
National Day. So the day will be double-happiness
for China.
For the world, the renminbi’s entry to the SDR
basket seems to be much to do about nothing,
with only a symbolic impact on both the global
and Chinese economy. Even with the third largest
weighting (10.92%) in the basket, just behind the
USD’s 41.73% and the euro’s 30.93% (see chart),
the renminbi remains an indirect, and a tiny, part
(0.27%) of global reserves.
As we argued recently, additional central bank
demand for renminbi to benchmark their reserve
portfolios to the SDR basket weightings is small.
There are about 204 billion SDRs outstanding,
equivalent to about USD285 billion, compared
with USD11.6 trillion of global reserves. Assuming
global central banks will increase their aggregate
holding of renminbi to match its 10.92% weighting
in the SDR basket, additional demand for the
Chinese yuan will amount to USD31 billion, which
is a drop in the ocean of global liquidity.
After all, global central banks have had a year,
since the IMF’s Board decision last November on
including the renminbi, to adjust their portfolios to
accommodate the renminbi in the SDR basket.
This means that the bulk of central bank buying
renminbi should have happened already. But these
central bank inflows have hardly made a dent in
China’s financial account, which is still bleeding
red, although capital outflows have slowed down
sharply (see table).

From a reform perspective, the renminbi’s SDR
status confirms the recognition by the international
community of China’s economic ascendency and
structural reform efforts. This should act as an
external force and a confidence booster for China
to push for more reforms. However, it seems that
this strategic importance has faded as Beijing has
downgraded the priority of structural reforms since
the IMF Board decision last year in exchange for
upgrading GDP growth as the top policy priority.
In other words, Beijing seems to have taken the
attainment of the SDR status as a sign that its
role as a force to push structural reforms has
been completed. So the collateral benefit of being
a SDR currency to China’s reform process has
greatly diminished.
This attitude raises the risk of reform complacency.
But this does not necessarily mean that China’s
structural reforms will stall post-SDR entry. New
reform efforts, such as the expansion of the
renminbi offshore market and further opening up
of the onshore capital market by expanding the
investment quotas and stock connect schemes,
will likely proceed faster than other deep-rooted
changes, such as SOE and banking reforms.
Finally, the SDR status will facilitate China’s effort
to internationalise the renminbi. So it will be more
widely-used in international payments going
forward. But until some major tasks of structural
reforms are done to improve the domestic system,
the renminbi will remain a thinly-used reserve
currency.

SDR inclusion of the renminbi is not relevant to
the portfolio rebalancing decision (to increase
the weighting of renminbi-denominated assets)
of international investors. The impact on global
portfolio decisions will come from foreign investors’
assessment of China’s fundamental outlook,
the opening of China’s capital account and the
decision by international index providers, such as
MSCI, to include Chinese A-shares in their global
indices.
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IMF adds Chinese Renminbi to SDR Basket: What does it mean?

W

ith the International Monetary Fund (IMF)
announcement of the launch of the new
Special Drawing Right (SDR) valuation basket
including – for the first time – the Chinese
Renminbi (RMB), we are pleased to present some
comments on what this means from two FX / China
experts: Rachael Hoey, Head of Asia at CLS and
Dan Marcus, CEO of ParFX.
By virtue of being added to the SDR, the RMB is
determined to be a freely usable currency. The
RMB is just the fifth currency in the SDR Basket,
joining the U.S. Dollar, the Euro, the Japanese
Yen, and the British Pound. This also marks the
first time since the adoption of the Euro that a
currency is added to the basket.
Rachael Hoey, Head of Asia at CLS, comments:

(Source: LeapRate)

international usage of the yuan. Steps to develop
the bond market are supportive of this and
continued reform is required to support greater
usage of the yuan. China’s FX market will continue
to grow, not only to exchange capital across
borders but also to ensure effective hedging of FX
risk over time.
As this occurs, it is crucial that tried and tested,
globally integrated systems are available to
sustain growth. The Chinese authorities have
embarked on an internationalization program,
working closely with critical systems important to
the global economy, adopting risk protocols and
market infrastructures already hardwired into the
global financial ecosystem. These efforts support
the adoption of international best practices, making
the currency exchange process easier for both
domestic and international market participants.
Therefore, the ability to manage risk and safely
settle renminbi transactions is of the utmost
importance.
As China continues its efforts to internationalize
the currency and open up the capital account, it is
expected that the total RMB international usage will
grow as well as its share of the global FX market.
However, there are a number of steps that the
government and central bank must take in order to
attract inbound investment.
Firstly, they must develop deep and liquid domestic
financial markets, which includes availability of
hedging instruments, to give confidence and broaden
its appeal to wider group of market participants.
Investors are generally reluctant to make any
significant investments in a market if it is too illiquid or
does not allow them to enter and exit positions easily.

With the inclusion of its currency into the SDR
basket, alongside its growing international influence,
China is continuing to increase participation in
important international financial market systems.
Whilst it is expected that many central banks,
among other sovereign investors, would have
taken steps to include RMB in reserve allocations,
ongoing maintenance of these portfolios will
contribute to sustain usage of the yuan.
The expectation is that the continued opening
up of cross-border capital flows will drive more
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Secondly, it is imperative that a transparent and
consistent legal regime is in place, which is in line with
international standards. This will provide investors
with the confidence that they will be treated fairly if
disputes arise.
Thirdly, and perhaps most importantly, China
must evaluate and consider the usage of market
infrastructures that provide the risk mitigation and
efficiencies necessary to effectively manage and
hedge risks with respect to cross border investments.
These systems are hardwired into everyday practices
by international market participants and CLS is one of
them.
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Dan Marcus, CEO of ParFX
The addition of the Chinese renminbi to the IMF’s
Special Drawing Rights basket marks a new
milestone in its internationalisation and will help
promote further international usage.
The renminbi’s role in foreign exchange trading
and cross-border payments has surged to such an
extent that its growth is now considered by many
to be the most significant development in currency
markets since the introduction of the euro in 1999.
The Bank for International Settlements (BIS) 2016
FX survey results certainly seem to support this
thinking; the Chinese renminbi is the most actively
traded emerging market currency, having overtaken
the Mexican peso, and is ranked eighth overall.
This is an enormous achievement for a currency
that wasn’t easily accessible to mainstream
investors a decade ago.
With demand and growth set to continue, it
became clear to us that trading the renminbi in an
environment of genuine interest and firm liquidity
is a paramount factor for market participants when
deciding where to trade.

In response to market demand, ParFX and its
founders introduced USD/CNH in 2015 and it
entered the top five traded pairs on the platform
within two months.
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Global Biz Insight: RMB joins SDR, hedging dollar-dominant dilemma of int’l
(Source: Xinhua)
monetary system
the United States is mulling to move from the once
economy-stimulating monetary easing policy to a
monetary tightening policy.
However, from the world economic perspective, as
the global reserve currency, the U.S. dollar should
not be “tightened” at all as the global economy is
still struggling to recover, and needs more liquidity
support.

B

EIJING, Oct. 1 (Xinhua) -- The inclusion of
China’s renminbi (RMB) in the Special Drawing
Rights (SDR) basket of the International Monetary
Fund (IMF) on Oct. 1 has kickstarted the voyage of
the RMB’s internationalization and complementing
the inherently flawed international monetary
system.

“That’s exactly the core of the Triffin Dilemma -- the
development of the world economy has surpassed
the capability of a single national currency,” he
said.

THE TRIFFIN DILEMMA

CHINA’S PROPOSAL

For decades, the world economy has been
haunted by the so-called Triffin Dilemma or Triffin
Paradox, which under the existing international
monetary system context featuring the U.S. dollar
as the dominant global reserve currency means
the United States had to keep running deficits so
that the system can maintain liquidity.

In the wake of the financial crisis, Governor of the
People’s Bank of China Zhou Xiaochuan explicitly
named the Triffin Dilemma as the root cause of the
economic disorder and called for a reform of the
international monetary system in March 2009.

However, long-term deficits could cause a
devaluation of the U.S. dollar, which contradicts
the prerequisite of being a steady and firm
international reserve currency.
According to Li Daokui, director of the Center
for China in the World Economy at Tsinghua
University, the Triffin Dilemma wields its power
differently in different times.
In the 1990s, for instance, the Federal Reserve
(Fed) adopted the monetary tightening policy
for the sake of squeezing bubbles out of its
burgeoning Internet industry. As a consequence,
the then economically vibrant Southeast Asian
region suffered a supply shortage of U.S. dollars,
leading to the Asian financial crisis in 1997.
A similar scenario has started to emerge under the
current circumstances. Recovering relatively well
from the last world financial crisis starting in 2008,
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“The U.S. government has always been adjusting
its monetary policy based on its own needs, and
considers the international role of the U.S. dollar
less,” said Li. “As a result, the turbulence of the
world economy and global financial market might
exacerbate.”
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“The outbreak of the (2008 financial) crisis and
its spillover to the entire world reflect the inherent
vulnerabilities and systemic risks in the existing
international monetary system,” said Zhou.
“The outbreak of the crisis and its spillover in the
world have confronted us with a long-existing
but still unanswered question, i.e., what kind of
international reserve currency do we need to
secure global financial stability and facilitate world
economic growth?” he asked in a speech titled
“Reform the International Monetary System.”
As a possible solution, he proposed gradually
moving away from the U.S. dollar as a single
reserve currency and toward the use of the IMF’s
SDR as a packaged global reserve currency.
“The IMF created the SDR in 1969, when the
defects of the Bretton Woods system initially
emerged, to mitigate the inherent risks sovereign
reserve currencies caused. Yet, the role of the SDR
has not been put into full play due to limitations on
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its allocation and the scope of its uses,” Zhou said.
He believed that efforts should be made to push
forward SDR allocation and broaden its scope
so as to enable the SDR to fully satisfy member
countries’ demand for a reserve currency.
Zhou also stressed the need to set up a settlement
system between the SDR and other currencies.
Zhou’s proposal has attracted worldwide attention.
John Lipsky, former IMF first deputy managing
director, called the idea a “serious proposal.”
Group of 20 leaders in 2009 agreed to allow the
IMF to allocate the SDR equivalent to 250 billion
U.S. dollars to provide liquidity to the global
economic system by supplementing 186 member
countries’ foreign exchange reserves.
The IMF echoed Zhou’s proposal in a study
published in April 2010, and recommended the
world adopt a new global reserve currency, also
called the bancor, and set up a global central bank
to administer such a supranational currency.
RMB’S WORLD ADVENTURE
The IMF officially adds the RMB, the Chinese
currency, to its SDR basket on Oct. 1 with a
weighting of 10.92 percent, just next to the U.S.
dollar’s 41.73 percent and the euro’s 30.93 percent,
starting the currency’s exciting world journey.
The inclusion of the RMB in the IMF’s SDR basket,
on the one hand, will enhance the currency’s
international credibility, benefiting countries,
enterprises and individuals.
On the other hand, the inclusion of the RMB -the only emerging market currency -- in the “world
reserve” will help the flawed international currency
system monopolized by the U.S. dollar to advance
toward a multipolar direction, making it more
stable, representative and contemporary.

from Asia, Europe and Africa and attracted 8.5
billion RMB worth of subscription capital. After
the successful issuance, Matthew Taylor, director
of International Finance at the HM Treasury,
said the country will continue to support the
internationalization of the RMB.
Research from the IMF showed that a total of 38
countries currently own assets in RMB. Now, the
RMB has become the second-largest currency for
trade financing, the fifth-largest for international
payment and the seventh-largest reserve currency
in the world.
The latest report from the Bank for International
Settlements said the share of the RMB’s foreign
exchange market turnover in global trade had
nearly doubled in the past three years and daily
turnover had increased to 202 billion U.S. dollars
from 120 billion U.S. dollars.
Five thousand kilometers away from Beijing,
Ms. Zhou, a Chinese tourist, was in agony. She
was exhausted from climbing Sri Lanka’s worldrenowned Sigiriya Lion Rock, and her throat was
parched with thirst.
Yet there seemed nothing she could do as she had
no Sri Lankan rupee on her. At that moment, a local
vendor shouted: “Renminbi, renminbi!” Surprised,
Ms. Zhou gave him a five-yuan bill. The vendor
happily accepted it, and handed her two bottles of
water.
“Wow, I didn’t expect my renminbi could be used
here!” Ms. Zhou said.
Now, by joining the IMF’s SDR basket, China’s
RMB is expected to travel even further. (Xinhua
writers Xie Peng and Chen Shilei also contributed
to the story.)

“The inclusion of the RMB in the IMF’s SDR
basket is the starting point of a great journey,” said
Li. “It has great significance and is an important
acknowledgement of the RMB’s global role.”
For a currency, to be “reserved” means it truly
walks into the palace of global currency, as people
always tend to reserve the “good money” for its
better security, profitability and liquidity.
In May, 3 billion RMB worth of Chinese sovereign
bonds were quickly snapped up by investors
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Here’s how inclusion of China’s RMB into the SDR will drive market reform further
(Source: Yahoo! Finance)

R

isks of large devaluation remain low at the
moment.

The inclusion of the RMB in the Special Drawing
Rights (SDR) will have both symbolic and practical
implications for the domestic currency and financial
systems, as well as the global system, said UOB.
Inclusion of China’s RMB into the SDR basket of
currencies will be effective from 1 Oct 2016.
The research firm notes that while there are
long term implications for the RMB as a reserve
currency, this looks to be a non-event near term
as little market impact is expected. However, the
inclusion in the SDR, it said, will accelerate market
reform process in China, which should see greater
opening of the capital account as well as two-way
capital flows over time.
Here’s more from UOB:
Symbolically, the inclusion of RMB will raise its
profile and can be seen as IMF’s endorsement of
China’s rise as an economic and efforts in opening
and reforming of its financial system. This means
that the RMB should deserve similar status as other
reserve currencies such as the US dollar and the
euro. China has vowed to continue on these reforms
efforts, by making its capital account and the RMB
convertible during the 13th 5-year plan in 20162020. However, given the RMB’s low base and
“newness”, it will take a long period of time to get
anywhere close the US dollar’s dominant position.
On the other hand, IMF’s own standing globally
would be strengthened by formally acknowledging
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the rise of China’s economic influence and the
increasingly important role of RMB in the global
financial markets.
Pragmatically, the SDR will a key catalyst to
deepen financial market reforms in China and
further the internationalization of RMB, as the
usage and adoption of the currency rises. This will
have a positive effect on the exchange rate, as the
RMB’s status is now elevated to that of “reserve
currency” along with other members in the SDR
basket. Over time, central banks and other asset
managers would need to adjust their portfolio
allocation to include more RMB-denominated
assets.
However, the shift in asset allocations would take
time given the dearth of quality RMB assets and
relatively restricted access to onshore financial
markets. As such, the excitement, if any, on the
RMB is likely to dissipate quickly and give way to
more immediate concerns of the an interest rate
hike at the upcoming US Fed FOMC meeting
in mid-Dec 2016, which should keep the USD
supported in the meantime.
As such, it is unlikely to see much significant near
term price impact on the RMB post-SDR, though
we reiterate our view that risks remain low for the
RMB to see sharp or prolonged depreciation, as
the Chinese authorities will be keen to maintain the
confidence in the currency as well as SDR itself.
The authorities also reiterated have often reiterated
that there is no need for a large RMB devaluation
and China will not depreciate its currency to boost
exports.

CFIUS National Security Reviews
The Foreign Investment and National Security Act of 2007 (“FINSA”) amendment to the Defense
Production Act of 1950, permits the President of the United States to prevent acquisitions of, or
investments in, U.S. companies by foreign investors when, in the President’s view, such transactions
threaten the national security of the United States.
The FINSA notification and review process is administered by the Committee on Foreign Investment
in the United States (“CFIUS”), an interagency committee of the U.S. Government. CFIUS filings
are voluntary. However, parties to a transaction that may implicate U.S. national security concerns
typically make a FINSA filing. Even if a CFIUS filing is not made, CFIUS has the authority to
initiate investigations on its own. This occurred in the Ralls case where a Chinese-owned entity
purchased a wind farm in Oregon that was close to a Naval Weapons System Training Facility
without submitting a CFIUS notification. CFIUS ultimately required Ralls to divest the wind farms.
The initial CFIUS review period is 30 days. If CFIUS decides to investigate a particular transaction,
the extended investigation period may last for up to 45 days. If there are unresolved national security
concerns at the end of the investigation, the matter is referred to the President who has 15 days to
block the transaction.
FINSA places a higher level of scrutiny on acquisitions involving “critical infrastructure” (such as
telecommunications) and foreign investors with government ownership. Under FINSA, the
presumption is that such transaction shall be subject to an extended CFIUS investigation. In
addition, CFIUS closely scrutinizes “proximity” issues where a foreign owned enterprise may be
near sensitive U.S. governmental facilities.
CFIUS interprets the concept of control very broadly. Even a less than 10% investment in a U.S.
company by a foreign entity may be deemed to convey control for purposes of FINSA.
Certain transactions, such as “greenfield” investments and less than 10% passive investments, may
be exempt from the scope of FINSA. However, it is necessary for parties to file a full formal
notification to CFIUS to confirm that a transaction is not a “covered transaction,” that is, does not
result in the acquisition of control of a U.S. business.
Parties typically engage CFIUS prior to the execution of transaction documents to identify any
threshold issues, and provide CFIUS drafts of the notification prior to formal submission. As part of
transactional diligence, parties should evaluate the potential national security implications of the
transaction, and mitigation measures CFIUS may seek to protect such national security concerns.
CFIUS may require parties to enter into a mitigation agreement to address national security concerns
raised by the proposed transaction based on a risk analysis conducted by CFIUS. The terms of
CFIUS mitigation agreements are confidential (as is the entire CFIUS process). Typically a
mitigation agreement would include commitments by the foreign acquiring entity (and its parent
entity) to refrain from certain actions with respect to the operations of the U.S. company, along with
restrictions on access to sensitive technologies and locations.
Jiang Liu
Partner, New York
+1 (212) 468-8008
jiangliu@mofo.com

Mayer Brown LLP
美亚博国际律师事务所
美亚博律师事务所 (Mayer Brown LLP) 是当今世界上规模最大、品牌最优、业务最广的
全球性律师事务所之一，在全球主要金融和经济中心都设有分所，遍布美洲、欧洲和亚洲。
美亚博律师事务所 (Mayer Brown LLP)不仅在美国有着150年悠久历史，近10年前通过与
香港乃至亚洲历史最悠久并且也有着150年历史的孖士打律师事务所的合并，在香港、北
京和上海长期设有办事处，是参与中国改革开放最早、在华有着最庞大律师团队之一的国
际性律师事务所。美亚博律师事务所 (Mayer Brown LLP)致力于在美国和全球为中国金
融机构和各类企业提供优质和增值性法律服务，为中国企业走向世界，排忧解难，保驾护
航。
联系人:
(Henry) Hong Liu
Partner & Head of China and Asia Practice in the Americas
Mayer Brown LLP
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020-1001
T +1 212 506 2886
hliu@mayerbrown.com

Mayer Brown LLP
Mayer Brown LLP(美亚博律师事务所) is one of the world’s largest and best-known fullservice global law firms. We operate in the world’s principal financial and economic centers
including in the Americas, Europe and Asia. Mayer Brown LLP(美亚博律师事务所) not only
has a 150-year history in the U.S., but through its combination with the 150-year old firm JSM
in Hong Kong about 10 years ago, we have one of the largest presence in China (Hong Kong,
Beijing and Shanghai) and with the longest history in China of any international law firms.
Mayer Brown LLP(美亚博律师事务所) endeavors to provide value-add legal services and
legal protections to Chinese banks and companies going global.
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New York, NY 10020-1001
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SUMMER SPECIAL
Bank of China Now Offers Promotional CD Rates

1.10%

Up to

APY
Annual Percentage Yield

Promotional Term (months)

24

12

6

Promotional APY

1.10%

1.00%

0.60%

This special APY promotion is only offered from 7/22/2016 through 10/7/2016 to new deposits. The account requires a minimum
opening deposit and minimum balance of $20,000. A penalty may be imposed for early withdrawal. Fees may reduce earnings on
the account. Please contact a bank representative for detailed information about current rates and applicable fees and terms. The
APY may change after the promotional period without prior notice. Time deposits are set to renew automatically upon maturity
at the APY in effect on the day it is renewed. . The APY displayed here is provided by Bank of China (USA)’s New York Branch and
Queens Branch locations, both members of the FDIC. The FDIC insures deposits up to $250,000 per depositor, per FDIC-insured
bank, per ownership category.

To open an account or
for more information,
visit one of our branches or call us :

New York Branch
410 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10017
1 (646) 231-3103

Queens Branch

42-35 Main Street
Flushing, NY 11355
1 (212) 925-2355 ext. 8823 or 8825
Open 7 days except holidays

New York Branch and Queens Branch are Members
of Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.
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US IMMIGRATION PROGRAM
1 OF THE LARGEST privately held real estate developers in the U.S.
$20 BILLION+ in real estate properties owned / managed
2,000+ EB-5 program participants1
50+ BUILDINGS owned and managed in New York City
7.6 MONTHS historical average I-526 approval time2

JOIN RELATED IN
BUILDING HUDSON YARDS
+1.212.392.8888 | RelatedUSA.com
HudsonYardsNewYork.com | info@RelatedUSA.com
1
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This number includes all family members applying for a visa through our EB-5 program.
All information based on data available as of September 30, 2015.

Securities offered by Related Financial Services, LLC, a subsidiary of the Related Companies and a member of FINRA and SIPC. EB-5 presentations are open only to persons who provide
satisfactory verification to Related of their status as “accredited investors” under the U.S. Federal securities laws. Offers will be made to accredited investors only by private placement
memoranda of one or more entities affiliated with Related. This announcement does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities in any jurisdiction to any
person to whom it is unlawful to make such offer, sale or solicitation. Past performance is not indicative of future results.

